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IN APPRECIATION
One of New Mexico's prime attractions, both to its own residents as
well as to outsiders, is its rich and deep history. Nowhere did Indian society have greater historical impact, nor was there any area of the United
States to which imperial Spain bequeathed such an indelible legacy. The
pioneer period completes the trilogy and vies for historical attention.
With this historical background, today's society in the Land of Enchantment has need for substantial information concerning New Mexico.
Chief vehicle for periodical publication concerning the state is the New
Mexico Historical Review, which was born in 1926. In it, articles of maximum value have appeared quarteiIy for over a half century, representing a great treasury of authoritative information. However, with the
passage of time some of the most important issues of the Review have
become unavailable, with these out-of-print issues. accessible at high
prices at rare book shops, or sometimes un~btainable at any price. With a
growing popuJlltioo desirous of becoming better informed concerning
New Mexico, the need to provide availability to such important material
became apparent.
The present reprint program was only a scholar's dream until farsighted citizens became likewise convinced of the utility of making
available a storehouse of knowledge, particularly focusing their concern
on educational need for republication. Max Roybal, Bennie Aragon,
Robert Aragon, Mike Alarid and Adele Cinelli-Hunley provided effective
leadership. Legislators Don L. King and Alex Martinez presented Senate
Bill #8 to the 1980 session of the New Mexico State Legislature and used
their influence and that of Governor and Mrs. Broce King to insure
favorable consideration. The Board of the NMHR, speaking for followers
of New Mexico's important history, warmly thanks these friends for such
support.
Donald C. Cutter
Chairman, Editorial Board, NMHR

Cover design by Jan Carley, graphic artist, College ofEducation, University ofNew
Mexico, Albuquerque.
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THE ROUGH RIDERS
By CHRIS EMMETT

*

In your hey-day, some of you may have been accused of
lacking a little in gentleness; but no one has ever said you
were not 'men.'
Thinking in terms of your gentleness, I was intrigued
by two statements from Stephen BonsaI, who quoted your
one-time enemies, the Spaniards. These statements appeared
in 1898:
Several officers in the Spanish army, whom I afterwards
met in Santiago, never ceased to praise the "vaqueros of
Texas," as they called them, for their staunch behavior at this
critical moment.
Some days later (after your Capron and Hamilton Fish
were killed) I had a conversation with a Spanish prisoner who
had taken part in the Guasima fight. "When war was declared,"
he said with a sad smile, "we who knew the material wealth
and prosperity of America, used to console ourselves by
saying:
Los Americanos tienen canones pero no corozones
(The Americans have great cannon but they have not
stout hearts)
but after what we saw at Guasima we changed our tune to
saying:
Los Americanos no tienen canones, pero, por Dios,
tienen corozones.
(The Americans have no cannon, but, before God,
what a stomach they have for a fight)
• As viewed by the newspapers during recruitment in 1898.
A talk delivered at the 55th Annual Dinner of the Rough Riders Association,
Las Vegas. New Mexico, August 8, 1954.
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Now, Gentlemen, because of your corozones, your services
to your nation, your standing as American citizens, an invitation to speak to you is the compliment of all compliments.
For this honor, I am grateful.
Fifty-six years ago yesterday, the survivors of the Cuban
campaign, members of the First United States Volunteer
Cavalry, forever afterwards to be known as the Rough
Riders, sailed from Cuba on the transport Miami, leaving
behind a history of American arms which has no parallel.
You were returning to your homes to receive the awards (as
you were told, and as you believed) which come to all defenders of their countries-the reward of being forgotten.
But such has not been the case. You wrought too well.
Your endurance, your bravery-sometimes brash bravado,
perhaps-etched a place for you in the galleries of history
alongside Pickett's men at Gettysburg, Grant's men before
Richmond, and the Charge of the Light Brigade at Balaklava. You took your discharges and went to your homes.
expecting to be forgotten. Instead, you have been remembered by the people of this nation as no other group of men
have ever been remembered and with a wholesomeness akin
to idolatry.
I am not one of your number, although I recall those days
with fair distinctiveness. Since I am not of your organization, I have given some thought to what would be appropriate
for an ~'outsider" to say to you. I have concluded that a discussion of those things said and done in 1898, during the
organization and training of the First United States Volunteer Cavalry, might be appropriate. These public references
to the war and to you, as an organization and as individuals,
might be listed as:
1. The underlying causes of the Spanish-American War
2. The Organization of the Rough Riders
3. The appraisal by the press of the nation of the Rough
Rider personnel.
It is the popular conception that the Civil War was caused
by slavery. Slavery, of course, was a cause; but now that we
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are nearly a hundred years away from it, we can see there
was a changing economic background, coupled to a shifting
political transition, which had more to do with the inevitability of war than did slavery. Perhaps there is a parallel in
the origin of the Spanish-American War. As the 19th century
drew to a close, the American people forced the war upon
Spain under the shibboleths that "inhumanity of Spaniards
to Cubans must cease at our front door" and "Remember
the Maine."
True it is, the Cuban desire for liberty was a cause; but
since you men won that liberty for the Cubans, it has become
more and more apparent that the United States was in the
throes of a more comprehensive movement. We had absorbed
our own continent; we were thinking in terms of more conquests, not necessarily of Cuba, but of far-flung Spanish possessions-notably the Philippines!
On February 15, 1898, while lying at anchor in Havana
Harbor, the Battleship Maine, after a succession of explosions, sank, taking the lives of two officers and two hundred
fifty-eight men. The shock to the dignity of the American
people was tremendous. We felt ourselves inviolable. Not
since the British burned our capitol had we suffered at the
hands of any nation. As the spirit of the men of the Maine
ascended on High, strong men, many of them lacking caution,
followed the example of the then Assistant Secretary of the
Navy, Theodore Roosevelt, to shout: "It is with great difficulty I restrain myself after the treacherous destruction of
the Maine and the murder of our men."
There was, of course, but one path-war!
Immediately after the declaration of war, the nation came
face to face with the fact that it did not have a sufficiently
strong army to liberate the Cubans. A volunteer army was
absolutely necessary. Furthermore, the department responsible for the conduct of the war had no' plans. Roosevelt stated
that his was "bitter wrath and humiliation at the absolute
lack of plans.... As to the Navy, we have our plans. Beyond
that, there is absolutely nothing."
It is generally thought that the idea of a Rough Rider
regiment originated in the mind of Theodore Roosevelt. The
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facts will not bear out this popular impression. Two months
before war was declared the Governor of Arizona asked permission from the War Department to raise a regiment of
mounted riflemen. The Department did not grant that authority. About the same time. Theodore Roosevelt declared his
intentions to "raise a company in Billings." That meant, of
course, that he intended to go as a captain with a company
of volunteers. Later, he said: "It will probably be a regiment
of mounted riflemen." That meant, of course, that he was
expanding his own ambitions, or that he had been apprised
of the idea being pressed upon the War Department by the
Governor of Arizona. Roosevelt, however, did nothing about
either "the company from Billings" or the "regiment of
mounted riflemen"; but Senator Warren of Wyoming seized
upon the idea and placed a rider upon the appropriation bill
requiring the "recruitment of three regiments to be composed exclusively of frontiersmen possessing special qualifications as horsemen and marksmen to be recruited from the
Rocky Mountain Region."
At this point Roosevelt said, since he had been a sheriff
in Montana, he would like to go as a Lieutenant Colonel. and
that he would "like to put Wood in as a Major. We will have
a Jim-dandy regiment if allowed to go." Roosevelt thought
quite well of Captain Leonard Wood, saying of him: "He is
an army surgeon, but wants to go in the fighting line. He is a
tremendous athlete."
Now, let me say parenthetically, he was the personal physician of the wife of the President of the United States. and
the personal physician of the Secretary of War, and the~t'
things did him no political harm!
Before the people of the United States knew anything
about the three regiments to be recruited. Presici.t'nt McKinley astounded Theodore Roosevelt by offering him the
colonelcy of the First United States Volunteer Cavalry. He
was shocked at his success; and he knew, too. that his lack
of experience disqualified him. He therefore did the right
_. ---thing;--He-declined-but-suggested-C apta in-Leonard.c=W~(i()d,_
saying that if Wood were made colonel, he would. takt' the
minor position of Lieutenant Colonel. for "Wood. is OIle of
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the most promising, enterprising, intelligent, fearless officers
of the army, thoroughly equipped to exercise command of
a regiment, a ,man of great ability and courage."
Of himself he said: "I can learn but the thirty days spent
in learning would be the very thirty days needed to get into
the fight."
Roosevelt was right in both counts. Immediately after
being informed by President McKinley that the colonelcy was
to be his, Captain Leonard Wood, in typical soldier fashion,
commandeered some experienced non-commissioned officers,
set them to work on G Street, Washington, making requisitions for every piece of equipment he thought the men would
need. Forty-eight hours after receiving notice that it was the
President's intention to give him the colonelcy, Captain Wood
walked into the office of the Secretary of War, took a seat and
waited until the Secretary had affixed his signature to every
requisition. Then he sent telegrams to the governors of the
Territories asking for troops; and after announcing San
Antonio, Texas, as the concentration site, left for Texas.
In response to the call upon the governors, twenty-three
thousand men and boys tendered their services for enlistment
in the First Regiment. Ultimately approximately one thousand were inducted. Before the recruiting was complete, one
variation from the original bill was effected. The original
authorization was for 78'0 men. When 23,000 offered to enlist,
an amendment permitted enlistment up, to 1000, not limiting
the additional recruits to the Rocky Mountain Region and
Territories.
It is interesting to see how Theodore Roosevelt was thinking regarding the personnel of the troopers. Actually Roosevelt was Eastern in family background., By personal choice,
and because of his health, he had made himself a Westerner.
He therefore had divided leaning, toward the West, toward
the East. And carrying the same thought, let us see what he
said at that time:
The m'en are to be raised in the' Rocky Mountain States,
but it may be I can get them to include a company from New
York. We want nobcdy who has not had some experience with
both the horse and the rifle, and who is not sound of heart and
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body. Whether I can do anything for you, I do not know. If I
can I will. But you must have everything ready so I can slash
you in if there is a failure of recruits in the West, as there very
well may be.

The increase of the strength of the regiment to a thousand
resulted in Roosevelt "slashing in," immediately, some sixtythree men from New York and the East. Those troops were
the subject of much derision and, at times, unsympathetic
newspaper comment. I shall not quote these statements to
you, but content to say they were referred to as The Swells,
Roosevelt's Pets, Roosevelt's Terrors, The Millionaire's Sons,
The New York 400, The Gentlemen Bankers, but finally became most generally known as The Fifth Avenue Boys.
So far as I have been able to determine, there was no rift
between the boys from the East and the West. The newspapers, however, did much, and very unkindly, to promote such
a schism. Your own George Roland has made a study of this.
Now, let us scan a few of the newspapers of 1898. Let us
see what you fellows thought of some of the papers (I believe
some of you held unexpressed opinions!) ; and let us see what
the same papers wrote about you. (What I say hereafter has
come from the columns of some newspapers published during
1898. Direct quotations are not always indicated. This omission is in the interest of time.)
San Antonio, Texas, was selected by Captain Leonard
Wood (soon to be Colonel) as the point of concentration and
training because "its climate is favorable, a gradation from
the Rocky Mountain States; from whence most of the men
will come, and Cuba, where all of the men, now, think they
want to go."
The camp site was Riverside Park. The San Antonio Express described it as "on the outskirts of San Antonio, in the
State Fair Grounds, beside a tortuous, slow-moving stream.
The vast exhibition building is some architect's bad dream of
Moorish splendor made manifest in huge inverted onions;
but over the wide field, ringed with hackberry and pecan,
cottonwood and sycamore, the clouds move wilflsingularmajesty."
Neither the Express nor The Daily Light credited the
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Arizona men with being "the first arrivals." This honor was
bestowed upon 189 mules and three horses which came from
Missouri in a train of nine stockcars. They nosed out the Arizona boys from first place by nine hours. This intended packtrain was destined to be forgotten in the sands of Tampa, but
many of the Western men-the first men to arrive-such as
Alexander O. Brodie, William O. "Bucky" O'Neill, and J. H.
McClintock were to go on to Cuba as flames in the torch which
gave meaning to the then popular American song: There'll
be a hot time in the old town tonight.
As the first troops arrived the San Antonio Light thought
it quite a feat that "water has been turned through the pipes
used at the recent interstate drill, and the boys will have
plenty of water." At least one of the Arizona boys was not
thinking about water, but he consoled himself when he found
Mr. Quinn's Bar which had been set up outside the sallyport;
and being inspired by Mr. Quinn's wares, which he seemed
to have sampled to satiation, gave the first newspaper interview by a Rough Rider. His words shall go down in history:
I am surprised to get a beer for five cents at Mr. Quinn's
Bar. Where I come from in Arizona, beer is fifteen cents a
glass.

It appears there were other beer-samplers among the
troops, and all of them did not come from Arizona. There is
the classic case of the red-headed Irish lad, whom you fellows
dubbed "Sheenie Solomon," who invaded a San Antonio chopsuey joint, clipped the Chinaman's pig tail, and left for Camp
Wood, despite his "overload," at a record breaking pace for
fear the Chink might recover his passport to Heaven and thus
contaminate the coveted region with his celestial presence.
Also there is the Daily Light account of May 17, 1898, and
this time I quote exactly:
L. W. Edwards, a member of the Rough Riders of New
Mexico contingent was arrested last night ... in Warnette's
Saloon on Commerce Street and placed in the city jail. ... This
morning he is still in jail. Edwards hails from Cerilios, New
Mexico, near Santa Fe, where he has well-to-do relatives. He
was mustered in at Santa Fe, and since his arrival has been on
a protracted spree.... He deserted camp and after a two day
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search by the sergeant and several men, he was located in the
city but gave his captors the slip yesterday and continued his
spree. . . . He is 6 feet in height and is a fine specimen of
manhood.

The Light also took notice of a three-part-concoction, a
mixture of citizens, Rough Riders and whiskey, which resulted in "a party of Rough Riders and three citizens having
a howling time of it, yesterday evening, in the saloon at the
corner of Nueva and East Streets. A pistol was exploded
twice while the saloon mirror was smashed with a beer glass.
The boys were in a rubber-tired hack, and when the mounted
police arrived and arrested them a dirk was found, but the
pistol and the Rough Riders were gone. The three citizens
were fined $5 each today."
The bar incidents, of course, were diversory with the
Rough Riders. This the San Antonio Express recognized
when it commended the character of the men converging
upon the city:
The First Volunteer Regiment will present the £lowe>" of
western manhood. [The Easterners had not arrived when this
was written.] It is composed of men picked from the thousands
for their exceptional daring and endurance. They are called
Rough Riders only with reference to their equestrian abilities,
for there are no rowdies and desperadoes among them. They
are full of the western spirit of hilarious buoyancy, but they
have the western spirit of self-respect and chivalry. There are
no outcasts and no desperadoes in the column. They are full
of vim and vigor, and they find it hard to keep still.

Since the men were finding it so hard to keep still, Captain Stevens of the Quartermaster Department furnished
them a diversion in line of duty, for, according to the Express, "he was busy at all hours of the day inspecting and
buying horses, and when he had collected as many as 20 or
30 animals, the bunch is taken out to the camp by a squad of
Rough Riders." When the Rough Riders showed up for the
horses, "the breaking-in process became interesting. Irt the
delivery of the horses the Rough Riders gave some exhibitions of tnefrhorsemansliip equal to anythih-gtliat can b~
seen in Buffalo Bill's Wild West Show for the official price of
one dollar."
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Such a free show, of course, attracted on-lookers, one of
whom told an Express Reporter:
If horsemanship is to win the war, the boys show up well,
and look as if they could repulse an Island full of Spaniards.
They are no long haired roughs like some of us expected to see.

To this, the reporter appended his own observation: "Most
of the men ride their horses bareback from the Post to the
Fairgrounds with ropes slipped over the horse's nose in lieu
of bridles. Several were unbroken mustangs which the Westerners controlled with grace and ease."
Now, who were those troopers who controlled their unbroken mustangs "with grace and ease?" One of them was
not Private Martin L. Crimmins, late of the Medical Department of the University of Virginia. Trooper Crimmins would
have enjoyed the fun of serving in the convoy but circumstances precluded him rendering Uncle Sam this character
of service, although he was well qualified to perform it. In
fact, he was doing valiallt duty on KP until, he, through
inadvertence, got himself into the guardhouse. He was, therefore, not one of the original horse-wranglers. In fact, he was
not "at liberty" to be. He was in jail! He got out of jail-as
you will see-and was later to serve with distil)ction, such
distinction that we now address him as "Colonel."
Among those who early attracted the attention of both
Colonel Wood and Lieutenant Colonel Roosevelt, as well as
the newspapers was (and is) one William O. McGinty. Roosevelt affectionately named him "Little McGinty." You men
now know him either as your life-time president or just plain
"Uncle Billy." His service in the beginning was alongside
Jesse Langdon in Troop K. Little McGinty hailed from Stillwater, Oklahoma, but he now lays claim to citizenship in
Ripley. Judging from a look at Little McGinty he has not
grown perpendicularly to any great degree since 1898. Wher
Doctor Massie measured him in at Camp Wood, by stretching a little, he rose to the tremendous height of five feet two
inches. Also, he complied with Colonel Wood's orders to Dr.
Massie not to take any man whose belly was bigger than his
chest. (I am afraid Mr. Denny could not pass that test, to-
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night!) Roosevelt said that Little McGinty made himself a
pledge never to walk if he could ride. It appears his preference in transportation was a horse. He did not care about
the "temper" of the horse, for the meaner, the better he liked
it. It was, therefore, but a natural consequence, when Captain
Stevens delivered a bunch of "Old Smokeys," Mr. McGinty
would look them over and pick one "just my size." Colonel
Wood told of one such event. This incident might have found
its way into the newspapers but the horse seemed disinclined
to await the arrival of a news reporter, for, when Little McGinty stepped aboard, there was immediate activity. The
horse first bolted for a tree; then into a picket line. The tree
stood the assault, but Little McGinty, the horse and the picketline ended up on the ground firmly bound together in the coils
of the rope. Colonel Wood saw the destruction of government
property taking place, and in conformity to army regulations, took charge. He went immediately to Little McGinty.
He found him uninjured. Then he surveyed the tree. It had
withstood the impact. Then he picked up the rope, remarking: "I'll see if you damaged this."
Among those whom Roosevelt mentioned as being capable
of "taking 'em as they come" was William D. Wood of Bland,
New Mexico, Roscoe E. Moore, commonly called "Smokey
Moore," from Raton, New Mexico, Thomas Darnell, who
could ride anything alive, and Little McGinty. The newspapers who had reporters stalking Camp Wood constantly for
news, made reference to many others, some of whom were
expert riders, some being proficient in other skills.
For example, there was Horatio C. Polock, an educated
Pawnee Indian, who, in the language of the Express, was "an
excellent soldier." But, as is the way in the army, he was put
to work as regimental clerk. Then there was "Rocky Mountain Bill" Jenkins, who came from Montana "just to be with
myoId boss." When reporters cornered him for a story he
told them of "many a bear-hunting fight with Mr. Roosevelt
in times of so-called peace." As evidence of these bear-huntingfights;he-Ietthereportersview-his-scarred-body. "A piece
of his ear is gone-'chawed ofr'-there is a long deep scar
over his right eye-where a paw struck me'." The Light
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described Rocky Mountain Bill as having "the appearance of
being cOlliltantly loaded for bear w·.th hilts of knives and
butts of revolvers sticking out of every pocket and from
every angle of his anatomy, but Bill says he hasn't got his
war-paint on yet."
The next man found by a Light Reporter was among the
convoy of horses coming over from Fort Sam Houston to
Camp Wood. That trooper, evidently, was a modest man,
judging from the report he gave to the Light:
Then there is Bronco George Brown from Arizona, who lives
in Skull Valley. He has a record of five men to his credit.
This means that he has dropped that many in righteous causes, .
-for stealing cattle, cheating at cards, incivilities to women,
etc. Bronco George's patriotism is undoubted. When the stagedriver brought him word a fortnight ago that Roosevelt had
issued a call for troops, he got up from dinner, jumped on his
wildest bronco, and set off bareback through Devil's Gate and
Dead Man's gulch and over Parieta Mountain for the nearest
recruiting station, Cripple Barracks, at Prescott. George is
believed to be the wildest rider of the West.

Another trooper who had no objection to reading his
name in the paper was "Dead Shot Jim." He would not say
for sure, but he intimated to the reporter that his real name
was Simpson. He hailed from Albuquerque, and was positive
about his skill as a marksman. In fact, he could "out-shoot all
the dead shots on the range." Besides that, according to his
version, "I can bring down an Indian at every crack when
they are so far away that most people can't see them." He left
it to be inferred that he could focus his shootin' eye with
equal precision on a Spaniard. He vowed that his primary
reason for coming to San Antonio was "to find a fight,"-not
necessarily to ride wild horses, but he was not averse to that
diversion if there was no fight handy; but he did not like to
be called "a long haired rough." He just "came to fight."
The troopers coming from east of the Mississippi were of
two groups-12 young men fresh from the colleges, which
newsmen called the "Collegiates," and about fifty who became known as "The Fifth Avenue Boys." The New York
Journal was anything but kind toward these men. It chided
them about their occupations, or the lack thereof, pointing
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them out as "dancers, football player, steeplechaser, golfer,
polo-player, gourmet, oarsman, fireman, policeman." It referred to them as "The Sw,lls," labeling them as "duly accredited Rough Riders, although they have not done any
rough riding yet." The San Antonio Express followed the
unenviable example of the Journal and carried a headline
about them:
MILLIONAIRES' SONS JOIN ROUGH RIDERS
The Society Swells are already in Town.

Emboldened by these attacks upon the personnel of the
regiment, another newspaper also showed its fangs. It was
the Cincinnatti (Ohio) Post. That paper carried a bannerline with text following:
Army officer don't think they are so "warm." Teddy's Terrors,
or Roosevelt's Roughs, are no more soldiers than these warcorrespondents around here. The trouble is that these people
have been puffed up so in the press that they think they are
the whole thing. They have had enough of that to make any
body of men conceited. I do not see why the administration
should take any stock in those Rough Riders, and they would
not if the regiment's officers did not have a pull at Washington.
The regular army had all kinds of trouble getting its equipment. These people get uniforms, hats, horses, magazine rifles;
in fact, anything they want, and they get it in abundance,
without delay. Now, why should they be favored. They are
composed of hard men, and can ride and shoot. Those accomplishments don't make them soldiers, and the regular cavalry
probably have them in a higher degree. The best way to make
soldiers of them would be to break up the regiment and use the
fragments to fill the regular cavalry to war footing.

Despite criticism occasionally from the press, there was
one man in San Antonio who remained steadfastly the Rough
Rider's friend. He was Professor Carl Beck, Director of the
San Antonio Band. And when the rumor got circulated that
the Rough Riders were to head to Cuba, he announced a "last
courtesy"; he would playa concert; it was to be "the last
chance the citizens have of meeting the Rough Riders at any
social function and give them a hearty farewelL" The date
was set for Tuesday, May 26, at 8 P.M. From this point let
us follow the San Antonio Light's account of the event:
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Professor Beck extended his invitation to Colonel Wood and
Colonel Roosevelt, and they accepted. The program arranged
was a patriotic one, including the Cavalry Charge, the Phantasia accompanied by cannon and anvil firing, especially arranged by Professor Beck for the Rough Riders, and the trip to
Coney Island (which of course was for the Fifth. Avenue
Boys). No.7 on the program was t4e chief musical feature:
Hail to the Chief, closing into three cheers for Colonel Wood
and Lieutenant Colonel Roosevelt. Dixie and Yankee Doodle
followed, closing with three cheers for the officers and soldiers
of the First United States Volunteer Cavalry: then the StarSpangled Banner, and three cheers for President McKinley:
Hail Columbia, and three cheers for the citizens of the United
States.

Now, fifty-six years later with the echoes of cheers and
farewells of Carl Beck's musicians coming back to your ears
-as I am sure they do to some of you-let me, like Professor
Carl Beck, thank you "for this last chance to meet the Rough
Riders at a social function." Despite the criticisms I have
relayed to you, which originated during your period of training, and despite Theodore Roosevelt's prophecy spoken to
you September 4, 1898, just before you received your discharges:
The world will be kind to you about ten days. Until then
everything you do will be considered right. For just about ten
days, you will be over-praised; over-petted; then you will find
the "hero business" is over for good and all....

I say to you that "the hero business is not over for good and
alL" You earned the title of hero as Rough Riders; you have
maintained that status since as citizens of America. The
American people have erected a monument in their hearts to
you. You have taken your place in history alongside Pickett's
Men of Gettysburg, Washington's Men on the Potomac: and
in the words of the Prophet Ezekiel, I say:
The American people hold you to be
"the blood of the Princes of the Earth."

JOSE GONZALES, GENiZARO GOVERNOR
By FRAY ANGELICO CHAVEZ

In 1837 there was a bloody native insurrection in New
Mexico through which certain elements from the country
north of Santa Fe took hold of the government, then a Department of the Mexican Republic, and installed their leader,
Jose Gonzales, as Governor. This brief article does not concern itself with the gory details of the rebellion, or its causes,
but seeks to establish the identity of Gonzales. Early writers
down to Prince and Twitchell considered him an Indian, that
is, one straight from pueblo life and customs, chiefly from
contemporary accounts of his execution at the orders of General Manuel Armijo,1 Since Gonzales came from the Taos
area, the belief grew that he was a Taos Pueblo Indian, and
since then writers of books and newspaper articles have
painted him as a full-fledged Tigua, feathers and all, presiding at the Palace of the Governors.
My first doubt about such a picture was raised some years
ago by a passage in the biographical section of Read's Spanish history of New Mexico, in which Don Rafael Chacon
related his own father's description of Gonzales' execution;
taking issue with Prince's statement that he was an Indian,
Chacon stated that Gonzales came from a prominent New
Mexican family, being a first cousin of Don Rafael Paez
(Chacon's father-in-law) and grandfather of Don Rafael
Romero of Mora. This passage was not carried over into the
English edition. 2 As I well remembered the person of Mr.
Romero from my boyhood days, and those of his already
adult children, I could readily see that Gonzales could not
have been an Indian, if this were true. At the same time I was
mystified by Read's omission of this item in the English
translation of his history.
To clarify the matter, unimportant but intriguing, I began collecting data on dozens of people named "Jose Gon1. Armijo supposedly said to Padre Martinez: "Conjiese a este genizuro para que
lc den cinco balazos." (Pedro Sanchez, Memorias del Padre Ant,onio Jose Martinez.

Santa IOe, 1903;pp. 21-26,)
2. Benjamin M. Read, Historia Ilustrada de Nuevo Mexico, Santa Fe. 1911, p. 457.
Illustrated History of New Mexico, Santa Fe, 1912.
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zales" who lived in the north country around 1790-1837, and
also on Chacon, Paez, and Romero contemporaries. Many
such items were accumulated with the years, but none to
solve the problem by the time my recent book on New Mexico
families went to press, in which I included the following
reserved comment: "According to the highly intelligent
Chacon family of a generation ago, Gonzales was no Indian,
but even if he had genizaro antecedents, he still was not the
paint-and-feather Indian in the Governors' Palace which historical and fictional writers have described. Only a tedious
:md thorough exploration of the relationships mentioned
could provide a clue to his true identity and ancestry."3
Very recently my attention was focused by accident on a
nickname of Gonzales, which Pedro Sanchez mentioned in
passing when describing his execution. After Padre Martinez
heard his confession, "El Angelito" was shot five times according to Armijo's orders. 4 Sure that the nickname could
not refer to any personal quality of his, I combed my notes
for a "Jose Gonzales" with a middle name, and came upon
plenty of material collected on a "Jose Angel Gonzales."
After correlating all such items, I knew that I had hit upon
the identity of the insurgent governor.
On June 10, 1817, Jose Angel Gonzales, the son of Jose
Santos Gonzales and Maria Martin, both genizaros of Taos,
married Maria Josefa Fernandez, orphan daughter of Mariano Fernandez and Maria Rosa Leyba of Santa Barbara
(present Penasco). The marriage is registered both at Taos
and Picuris, but the wedding most likely took place at the
bride's mission at Picuris, there being no church at Santa
Barbara in those days. Two recorded children of this marriage were Juan Ramos, baptized at Taos, March 5, 1818,
and Juan Domingo, also at Taos, November 22, 1823.
Widowed of Maria Josefa Fernandez, Jose Angel Gonzales, vecina and originallyfi of the Pueblo of Taos, married
3. Origins of Ncw Mexico Families in the Spanish Coloni<L1 Period, Santa Fe, 1954,
p.317.
4. Loc. cit.
5. Vecino (neighbor) was a general term used for "settlers," Spanish or otherwi~e. as distinguished from Indians living in a Pueblo. That Gonzales is here referred
to as originario of Taos Pueb~n is explained further on by the fact that his mother was
a Taos Indian.
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Maria Ignacia Martin, widow of Juan Domingo Romero, a
native of Taos Pueblo, April 21, 1834. This second wife was
from Picuris mission (Picur!s Indian, Spanish settler, mestiza, or genizara ?), as we learn from Gonzales' third marriage. For this second wife must have died soon, since Jose
de los Angeles Gonzales, 39 years old, widowed of Ignacia
Martin of Picuris, and the son of Jose Santos Gonzales and
Maria Martin, married Maria Ramona Bernal of Santa Cruz,
December 15, 1835. She was the daughter of Simon Bernal
and Maria Guillen, and the widow of Jose Maria Gutierrez,
all of Santa Cruz. I have run across no children of the second
and third marriage. But here we see Gonzales' connections,
close ones by marriage, with the Taos, Picuris (Santa Barbara, Trampas, Truchas, Cordoba) and Santa Cruz (also
Chimayo) districts, which were the stage for the 1837 insurrection. Two years after this third marriage, Jose Gonzales
made himself Governor of New Mexico through bloodshed,
and died in the same manner.
Some more research turned up Jose Gonzales' own birth
as well as other pertinent data. His baptismal record, April
14,1799, shows him as Jose Angel, vecino, the child of Jose
Santos Gonzales and Maria Dominga Martin Liston. He was
the fifth child among nine recorded children of Jose Santos
Gonzales and his wife, who is variously written down as
Maria Martin or Maria Liston, or both surnames combined.
In some of these baptisms the parents are referred to as
vecinos living at El Rancho (San Francisco del Rancho) in
the valley of Taos. Their other children were: Maria Reyes
de los Dolores (1790), Jose Francisco Maximo (1792), Jose
Antonio (1794), a second Jose Antonio (1796), Francisca
(1801), Tomas (1804), Jose Santiago (1806) and a third
Jose Antonio (1808). The second last son married Maria
Lujan, an Indian of Taos Pueblo, on December 21, 1826.
Then I came upon the marriage of Gonzales' parents at
Taos, June 18, 1788; Jose Santos Gonzales, son of Jose An;tonio Gonzales, coyote, and Francisca
, with Maria
T~isfo~indianatural-del pue6lo (Taos). Here we come upon
the governor's complete racial background. His grandfather
was a coyote. Whatever the meaning of this term in the rest
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of Spanish Colonial America, in New Mexico at this time it
meant the child of an Indian woman by a European-born
father, or the child of a Spanish New Mexico woman by a
European-born father. Every circumstance indicates that
Jose Antonio Gonzales had been bought, rescued, or captured fro;m the Plains Indians by some Spanish settler of
Taos valley; being a coyote of this type, he most likely had a
French father out on the plains. (Had his mother been a
Plains Indian captive or a Taos Pueblo Indian, and his father
a Spanish New Mexican, he would have been called mestizo
instead.) He then married a certain Francisca, whose identity we do not know, but who also was most likely a Plains
Indian captive (Ute, Pawnee, Kiowa, etc.). Reared in Spanish homes as servants, the pair had not only taken Spanish
names but had also adopted Spanish ways of living. Their
children, in turn, would continue the same mode of life,
speaking the Spanish language, since their parents had forgotten their native tongue, if captured young, or were of
diverse tribes.
The term used for such folks was genizaros, not "janissaries" in the military use of the word, but a mixed nonPueblo Indian people who followed Spanish ways. For this
reason they often shared the term vecinos with the Spanish
population, the latter being also recorded as espanoles. Gonzales' father, Jose Santos, had married a Taos Indian, Maria
Liston or Martin, but had taken her away from the Pueblo;
hence she had entered the status of a genizara and was referred to as such with her husband when their later notorious
son was first married in 1817. 6
And so General Armijo was most correct in referring to
Jose Gonzales, the "Angelito," as a genizaro. Earlier American writers who translated the word as "Indian" were also
correct in the sense that Gonzales was seven-eighths Indian
racially, though of different tribes; but they mislead others
into picturing him as a Taos Pueblo Indian with long braids,

a

6. All the foregoing birth and marriage data are taken from the mission registers
in the Archives of the Archdiocese of Santa Fe. At present I am engaged in filing and
codifying the archives with a complete catalogue and index in view for publication.
This tedious project will take a year. perhaps much longer. In the meantime. please do
not write to me or the Chancery for any data, but kindly wait for the catalogue.
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war-paint, etc., whereas he actually belonged to a family living a Spanish way of life for three generations. From his
close connections with Taos Pueblo, especially through his
mother, we can assume that he was conversant with the
North Tigua language. His arousing of various Pueblos to
follow him in his bloody spree shows his influence, and also
sympathies, with the indigenous inhabitants of New Mexico.
Perhaps indicative of his Plains Indian background was the
fact that he was chosen leader of the insurgents, as Sanchez
mentions in the work cited, because he was a great bison
hunter.
Those who translated genizaro as "half-breed" left an
equally wrong impression, as the term was often used then
and sometimes now for a "Mexican."
As for the mysterious passage in Read which started this
inquiry of many years, Rafael Chacon was undoubtedly mistaken, and his statement was challenged and proven false
before the English edition of Read's history went to press.
Undoubtedly, he confused one of the many "Jose Gonzales"
men of the Rio Arriba country, one related to his own folks,
with the insurgent governor. For I found no connections at
all between the family of Jose Angel Gonzales and the Paez
or Romero relations of Rafael Chacon.
The upshot of the whole matter is that New Mexico did
have an Indian Governor, even if by savage usurpation, in
the same manner that Mexico had an Indian President iIi
Benito Juarez. But neither of these two revolutionaries wor~
loin-clouts and war-bonnets.
I

THE HEALER-OLD HANDKERCHIEF USED FOR
ADVERTISEMENT

TOME AND FATHER J. B. R.
By FLORENCE HAWLEY ELLIS
(Concluded)
For over one hundred years the Tome church stood without a bell. In 1863 (the year in which Arizona was marked
off from New Mexico as a separate territory) Manuel A.
Otero and his devout wife, Dona Dolores, were persuaded to
invest some of the money accruing from their mill and farm
in a bell for the south tower. Pooling funds with them in
this expensive project was another family, even more
wealthy in land's and reputed to have so much gold coin
they kept it in large skin bags. Time passed and the bell arrived from St. Louis, the raised letters on one side giving
place, date, and patron saint: "St. Louis, 1863. Nuestra Senora Immaculada de Tome." There were also the names of
the two families, the donors or "padrinos" (godparents).
The marking should have read "La Natividad de La Immaculada Conception," the birthday of the Virgin Marywhich is honored on Sept. 8 by fiesta. Kearny and his men,
moving south from Santa Fe to meet an attack purportedly
threatened by Gov. Armijo (actually still in flight), camped
near Tome on the evening of Sept. 7, 1846, and Lt. Emory
recorded what was-to the Americans-a novel occasion :25
It was the eve of the fete of Tome in honor of the Virgin
Mary, and people from all parts of the country were flocking
in crowds to the town. The primitive wagons of the country
were used by the women as coaches. These wagons were heavy
boxes mounted on wheels cut from large cotton wood; over
the top of the box was spread a blanket, and inside were
huddled, in a dense crowd, the women, children, pigs, lambs,
and "everything that is his." The man of the family usually
seated himself on the tongue of the wagon. . . . In one of
these wagons a violin was being played, and the women who
were sitting on their feet, made the most of the music by
brandishing their bare arms and moving their heads to the
cadence. At night there was a theatrical representation in the
public square. The piece dramatized was from the Old
Testament.
25. W. H. Emory, Notes of a Military Reconnaissance from Fort Leavenworth in
Missouri to San Diego, in California, Sen. Ex. Doc. No.7, 1848, O. 38-43.
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During the day I had been puzzled by seeing at regular
intervals on the wall surrounding the capilla, and on the
turrets of the capilla itself, (which be it remembered is of
mud,) piles of dry wood. The mystery was now to be cleared
up. At a given signal all were lighted, and simultaneously a
flight of rockets took place from every door and window of the
chapel, fire-works of all kinds, from the blazing rocket to children's whirligigs, were now displayed in succession. The pyrotechny was the handicraft of the priests. I must say the whole
affair did honor to the church, and displayed considerable
chemical knowledge. Most of the spectators were on mules,
each with his woman in front, and it was considered a great
feat to explode a rocket under a mule's belly without previous
intimation to the rider.
September 8.-Long shall I remember the fete of Tome, a
scene at once so novel and so striking. . . .
I had to examine guides in reference to the route to California, and engage such as I might think fit for the trip.
My last interview of this kind today was in a species of
public building, or guard-house, where a number of Mexicans
had collected with arms. Several written tablets hung around
the walls, but they were perfectly illegible. Our business was
cut short by the sound of passing music. A strange sight presented itself. In a sedan chair, borne by four men, was seated
a wax figure nearly as large as life, extravagantly dressed;
following immediately were three or four priests, with long
tallow candles, a full yard in length. Some American officers
followed, each holding a candle. . . .
It was thought proper that the officers should show every
respect to the religious observances of the country, consequently they did not decline participation in these ceremonies.
The procession ended at the church. After the services
there were concluded we repaired to the house of the padre,
where we found a collation.
We had proposed attending a theatrical representation
going on in the open air, but a heavy squall of wind and a few
drops of rain put a stop to this amusement, and all retired to
dress for the fandango, which is the name given to all collections of people where there is music and dancing.
A cotillion was attempted in honor of the American
present, but this cold and formal dance soon gave way to the
more joyous dances of the countrJT, the Coona [la_~una],_the~
-Bolero, and the Italiana. Every variety of figure was introduced, but the waltz was the basis of all except the Bolero,
which, as danced here resembles our negro jig.
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The Tome image of the Immaculate Conception, carried
upright (not seated) in the religious procession around the
plaza on this Saint's day, is kno\\fl as "Nana Virgin"Grandmother Virgin. For generations brides have presented
their wedding clothes to her after their marriages. The figure
was carved of wood about 1790 by Antonio Silva, local santero, who also did the four foot crucifix. The flowing waved
hair of Nana Virgin is the personal gift of one of the village
girls. The face is that of a young Spanish woman, appealing
and touched with human compassion. The old admonition to
santeros was that he who did not carve a saint to appear
beautiful must be doomed to specific periods of perdition, the
time being directly in relation to the degree of improper
ugliness achieved in the work! Local seamstresses used to
employ their spare time in making dresses for Nana Virgin.
Even though the Virgin of the Immaculate Conception
represents Mary before she has born the Christ child, the
people of Tome carry one of their several Santo Ninos with
her in a procession through the village on June 2, to represent the visit of the pregnant Virgin to the home of St. Elizabeth, who was to become mother of John the Baptist. The
observance of this occasion, originated by the Franciscans
in 1263, was introduced wherever they worked. In the days
of Father Ralliere the people came out from their houses
to greet the holy visitors with incense, and the scene was
rich.
These two santos both are claimed not only to be very
old but also to have caused many cures and restoration of
harmony in unhappy families for those who receive them
well upon this visit. It is told that in the old days a man who
for some years had never gone to confession, even at Eastertime, and had not bothered to receive Nana Virgin and the
Santo Nino properly, one night was so beaten by a rival that
his head was broken and no one believed he had any chance
of survival. But when the holy pair stopped at his house a
few days later, in repentance he received them ardently, and
his recovery, dating from that hour, was so complete that
not even a scar remained.
This Santo Nino never has been kept in the tiny north
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chapel where most of the other old statues stand, but in the
home of a village girl "who prays for the privilege:" The girl
who is given this trust is khown as the "Madrino"-godmother-of the Christ child and for the year keeps the figure
upon a little shrine in her household. Today some of its
clothes are handmade and some are commercial doll clothes;
the carefully carved head and childishly curved body mark
the figure itself as being from Old Mexico or from Europe.
People coming into the house to visit the Babe are expected
to kiss its body in devotion, but in the last fifteen years the
custom of taking Child and Mother on their annual trip to
visit village homes has died out.
Father Ralliere believed that the saints of the Tome
\ Church should be many. Some were there from long before
his coming, such as the life-size Santo Entierro (Christ in
the Coffin) brought up from Mexico and ferried across the
Rio Grande by boat. Throughout the year the figure lay in an
open topped white coffin in the chapel, but at Eastertime it
was brought out to represent the Christ in the local presentation of the Passion Play, a hold-over of one of the mystery
plays of the 16th century.
In Father Ralliere's notes we read "El Santo Entierro
tenia en la Planta de los pies la fecha del anD 1722-probablemente el anD que fue comprado. Y fue retocado el anD
de 1897-en Marzo-por Trinidad Mondragon--de Morelia
M."26 This Mondragon, an old bachelor, lived in Father RalHere's household for only three years but he still is remembered distinctly as a "great magician" and colorful character.
He once offered to make the santos walk by themselves in
the church processions of the Easter pageant; even the
embrace of Christ and his Mother was to be arranged. Some
villagers say J.B.R. made hasty refusal and told the man
to get away but others insist that he seriously considered
the proposition and finally refused because it might get him
in league with the devil. The grandfather of one of Tome's
_ _ 26.~The-Santo-Entierro-had-on-the-bottom-of-its-feet-the-dateortlie
year 1722=--probably the year when it was purchased. And it was retouched in the year of 1897in March-by Trinidad Mondragon-of Morelia, Mexico." For description of the Passion
Play in which this santo takes a main part, see Florence Hawley Ellis, "Passion Play
in New Mexico," New Mexico Quarterly, Vol. XXII, 1952, pp. 200-212.
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modern young men saw the magician raise a dead burro in
a field-although the creature fell back dead again-and
many recount that he could make his handkerchief into the
form of a rabbit then actually send the rabbit running! But
after Mondragon had been knocked down by the village
strong man when he made a snake pop out of the hand he
was extending in greeting, Father Rallie:r:e began to gently
hint at a return to the home he had left in Mexico.
Another figure prominent in the Easter Passion Play is
that of Jesus Nazareno, locally carved, whose hands are
bound with ropes before he is placed in the little wooden
barred jail before the public trial scene in the churchyard on
Good Friday. Tpe Mary Magdalene was fashioned by two
local men only a few years ago and that of John the Evangelist as late as 1953,-to be blessed by Rev. Manuel Alvarez,
a visiting priest from Ecuador, just before it.was carried in
procession. The wooden candelabras used for the Tinieblas
on Holy Wednesday were made by a local man trained in
Father Ralliere's woodworking shop, but the pair of tall
candle lanterns with colored glass windows set into dull red
and green metal frames were among the early religious paraphernalia ordered from afar.
Lacking a San Ysidro Labrador, always popular in farming communities, Father Ralliere took up a collection to pay
for what appears to be a bulto of New Mexican make, but
which is known not to have been made in Tome. The oxen
which stand in front of him are the work of Teresita Z. Sedillo, now dead, wife of the mail carrier who so resembled
San Jose. Her artistry consisted of modeling small animals
in cement and in painting upon silk, after instruction in
Father Ralliere's school. Cement was used by another villager, Donato Estrella, in the later figure of Joan of Are, an
object of devotion to the French priest but sometime wryly
referred to as "the heavy lady" by his German successor!
He also did a cement image of St~ John the Baptist. Estrella
was primarily a stone cutter; his experiments in cement were
the result of lack of stone to work in the Tome area. He was
also aJpainter. His portrait, the Divino Rostro, the napkin
showing Christ's face, commissioned by Father Ralliere, still
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is carefully kept in the chapel and brought out to be carried
by the impersonator of Veronica in the Passion Play.
Upon the arm of a commercial image of the young Christ,
girls who had stepped from the path of virtue formerly left
little shoes as an offering of their penance, probably a custom
related to that of Chimayo where the Santo Nino is said to
wear out his shoes in doing good deeds. Dolores, Mother of
Sorrows, also received gifts but usually of clothing-including pink petticoats! The heads and hands of Dolores and of
the parallel figure, Nuestra Senora Soledad, Our Lady of
Loneliness representing the Virgin after the death of Christ,
were ordered from Portugal and came into Tome via Mexico.
Local santeros carved the wooden torso and arranged a
tepee-like frame over which the painted canvas skirts were
spread. The silver halo was made by one of the workmen
trained in Father Ralliere's blacksmith shop. At a time when
certain new statues were put into the church, some old ones
were returned to Teresito Sedillo (who had lent them years
before) for her own private chapel, in which Estrella did a
simple mural of clouds and angels for background. A second
private chapel, in a home formerly belonging to Francisco
Padilla, somewhat south of Tome, contains an old santo and
one from the late 19th century.
Men trained in woodworking made the church altars and
the old carved and painted confessional booth: The latter,
constructed with wooden wheels at two corners so that it
could be wheeled about, now is to be seen in the east room
of the Museum of New Mexico, in the Governor's Palace,
Santa Fe.
In 1866 Bishop Lamy decided that even though there still
was a dearth of priests in New Mexico and that travel between Arizona and New Mexico was beset with dangers from
Indian attacks, he no longer could leave Tucson without
church and clergy. Rev. J. B. Salpointe and three others were
chosen for the duty and equipped with saddle horses. A
wagon driven-by a-Mexican carried their baggage~SaJpoinfe
later recalled: 27
27.

J. B. Salpointe. SoldierB of the CroBB. 1898. p. 243.
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January the 8th was really a beautiful day, which was employed in going to Tome, where the Rev. J. B. Ralliere gave us
generous and cordial hospitality. It was at Pinos, in the parish
of Tome, that we could procure the first escort, but on the
advice of Father Ralliere, we determined not to take it as there
were for a long distance along the river settlements enough to
make it safe for us. The Rev. J. B. Ralliere, who had been notified of the coming party, had already made arrangements to
join it, with Rev. Benedict Bernard, the parish priest of
Socorro, and go with it as far as Fort Selden.
Socorro was made the station for the night of January 9th,
and that night was found very short owing to joviality of the
Revds. Ralliere and Bernard, who kept us pleasantly awake
until nearly midnight. In those old days, when some priests met
together, it was made the occasion of a fraternal festival.

On the next day the party moved on toward the difficult
Jornada del Muerto, where they made a detour to Camp
McRae in order to secure one camping spot with water. Leaving there next morning, the horsemen rode ahead of the
wagon and the other men who had joined their company on
the previous evening. No idea of danger occurred to the
clerics until all at once they spied five. Indians galloping
toward them from an angle. Although th~ missionaries had
two guns, they entirely forgot weapons in their precipitous
flight down the trail with the best speed their horses could
produce. The Indians turned back, the wagon and men before
long caught up with the priests, and at Fort Seldon a military escort joined them to give safe escort into Tucson. But
the fear of attacks by Indians, whose own situation was becoming increasingly difficult and hence aggravating warfare
as large numbers of emigrants poured into the country in
the post-Civil War period, was rarely forgotten.
While Father Ralliere was in Rome in 1869, his place
was filled by Father P. Luis Benavidez, who complained,
realistically enough, that Tome should be called "the charcos
city"-referring to the standing pools of water. These stagnant pools, a heritage of the great flood of 1828, and the
malaria mosquitoes which bred in them were one of the
problems to which Father Ralliere returned in 1870. Another
was a controversy over irrigation and flood control which
continued from 1869 to 1879, between the Church, the
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Oteros, and other wealthy families. The problem was one of
water rights in connection with water taken for irrigation
of church lands and other farm lands, which Otero complained left his mill at the end of the large acequia without
water and his orchards dry. It also involved technicalities
concerning church use of the plaza-which belonged to the
town as such,-as well as the proper extent of church farm
lands. J.B.R. had purchased large tracts personally. He had
1700 vines in the farm area just south of Cerro Tome, where
the remnants of one of his orchards still is to be seen. Other
scattered houses and tracts are pointed out as having once
been his. The services of the priest and of the church to
the town were well recognized, but competition in the field
of economics by-passed spiritual considerations. Colonel
Chavez offered to defend J.B.R. and the church in court
should the problem go so far.
Finally, worn out with the arguing and quibbling, and
irked by Otero's caustic comments regarding the church
bells merely "ringing into the wind," Father Ralliere's temper broke. He ordered the names of the two families of
"padrinos" of the Tome bell struck from the surface so that
they should be forgotten forever. Moreover, the task of removing the letter was to be done dramatically; each stroke
of the chisel was to be so timed that the resulting sound of
the bell should be the tolling customary for the dead. And
thus the bell hangs today-showing date, patron saint, and
then merely the titles "Don" and "Dona" twice apiece, for
the two families, and with only an area defaced by chisel
marks where the names should be.
The name of the more wealthy of the two families of
padrinos actually has been forgotten, although the tale of the
bell is a favorite. But the name of Otero is too thoroughly
involved in the history of the area ever to be lost.
The Otero fortunes had been growing. In 1874 Manuel
A., the father, decided to expand his ranches by purchasing
land in the Estancia Valley 28 on which to graze his 35,006
sheep, And-like his brother, Miguel A. (delegate to United
States Congress from the territory of New Mexico in 1855,
28.

Miguel A. Otero, My Life on the Frontier. Vols. I, II, p. 193, 1939.
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1857 and 1859), Manuel A. was interested in politics. In 1875
-the year Lamy received the pallium which made him Archbishop of Santa F,e-a courthouse was constructed on the
southwest corner of the Tome plaza, and over the iron-barred
door was placed the keystone carved by a local stone cutter
in honor of the town's leading officer:
Manuel A. Otero
1875
J uez de Pruebas

Manuel A. Otero
1875
Probate Judge 29

This courthouse, built to replace the first one, contained
besides the official offices a jail (reported to have once held
Billy the Kid) on the first floor and a family residence
fronted by a sixty foot green-painted balcony on the second.
The builder was one of three deserters from the Mexican
army who arrived together in Tome. They were taken into
J.B.R.'s household and given new names, the happy-go-lucky
builder, Collante-a carpenter and stone mason-thus becoming Chavira. He was, unfortunately, all too fond of drinking, and after almost freezing to death in a haystack one
night, he developed pneumonia and died a few days later.
The second man, Nacho, likewise was a good worker but so
unusually efficient in giving orders that he was suspected of
having been an officer in his previous career. Father Ralliere
made him his mayordomo. The third man, less colorful, married a local Genisera (half breed) and settled as a solid
citizen.
The courthouse served as center of civil justice for a
little over three years, before the "cortes" was moved to Los
Lunas late in 1878 or early in '79. The elaborate iron door
made in St. Louis for the courthouse was taken down and
re-hung in Los Lunas, where it served until a part of that
courthouse burned. Vivien Cordoba purchased the remains
for salvage and took the iron door to his ranch, the old
Rancho del Carrizo y del Ojito, about fifteen miles northeast
of Tome, just off the border of the grant. It was built into
one of the adobe walled rooms; now itself in ruins, although
29.

The "S" is conspicuous, indicating-presumably- a poor command of English

by the stonecutter.
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the door still stands within its metal frame, as solid as ever.
The lengthy inscription to the left of the big keyhole is in
English:
R. J. Pauly and Bro.
Manufactorers
No. 944 North Main St.
St. Louis, Mo.

Manuel A. became influential in the Estancia area as well
as in Tome. In 1877 he was persuaded to donate a bell to the
church in the little foothill village of Manzano, on the west
edge of the valley, although it is said that he again used the
same phrase of church bells ringing into the winds which had
so annoyed Father Ralliere in Tome.
And then, on March 1, 1881, he died and was buried in
the marble-marked tomb in the Tome churchyard, beside his
devout first wife, Dolores, whose body years before had been
brought back across the Plains by wagon train after her
death following an operation performed in Philadelphia.
His second wife, who was but eighteen and reputedly beautiful, bore a son, Manuel A., Jr., after the death of Manuel A.,
Sr., but the child died in infancy. His grave is that marked
by a metal fence adorned with metal vases in front of the
Tome church. Manuel B. (son of Manuel A. and Dolores;
father of Manuel B. Otero, Jr.) took over management of
his father's estate, including the Estancia lands which were
to become the cause of his death slightly more than a year
later.
The land had been purchased by Manuel A. and Miguel
A. together; it originally had been granted to Bartolome de
la Baca of Valencia, under the Spanish regime in 1819, but
in 1845 most of it was included in a grant made by the new
government, under Mexico, to a soldier in recognition of his
services. The soldier sold his rights to another, who in turn
offered it for purchase to Joel P. Whitney, a Boston capitalist. The latter sent his brother James out to run 25,000
cattle upon it. When Whitney and Otero discovered that both
families" apparently owned the same land, tne "pr60lem was
taken to court. But the two groups met at Estancia Springs
on Aug. 19, 1883, and at Otero's request that Whitney show
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a court- writ authorizing his taking temporary possession of
the springs, Whitney opened fire. Manuel B. and a brotherin-law were killed. Miguel A. Otero, Manuel B.'s wife, and
the man who later became her second husband and others of
the family are reported to have spent half a million dollars
and years of effort in trying to reclaim their Estancia property, a labor which resulted in almost no success, even after
one of Bartolome Baca's grandsons recognized his ancestor's
name upon a piece of old paper in which his lunch had been
wrapped, and upon examination found it to be part of the
original-and presumably lost-grant document.
The event long to be remembered for 1884 was the flood,
so much more damaging than any other flood remembered
before or after that it always is known as the flood. The river
broke from its banks near Isleta and inundated the entire
valley down to La Constancia. The villagers from all the
valley towns fled to the east mesa. Father Ralliere set up his
altar beside a tamarisk tree and assembled his large household nearby. Then, on horseback, he traveled up and down to
the various groups, bringing cheer and distributing provisions to the people.
The santos all had been removed from the chapel, at
Father RaIliere's orders, except for the Santo Entierro which
miraculously became so heavy that all the men together could
not lift it. "Christ was stubborn; He did not want to move,"
explained the people, and so He was left in place. That section of the church did not fall although the walls of the nave
were so damaged by the two feet of water covering the town
that shortly after they required rebuilding. The courthouse
of 1875 likewise was damaged but did not fall.
For use between the plaza, the church, and the "cerro"
Father Ralliere built a big flat boat, to be pulled by a stallion
which was carefully guided over a pathway deep enough to
float the boat but not sufficient to founder the horse. The
Catholic churches of Santa Fe, Las Vegas, and Bernalillo
sent flour and lard for relief; flour and other foods were
sent also by John Becker of Belen. A merchant of Peralta
brought the supplies across the river from Belen and Isleta
and, with others, aided Father Ralliere in handling the dis-
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tribution. For his own use and that of his large household,
Father Ralliere purchased 1000 pounds of flour and 25
fanegas (about 3200 pounds) of wheat from Alfonso Gingras
and from the priest of Belen. One of the disappointments of
J.B.R.'s life was that in an account of the flood published in
an eastern newspaper by one Thomas Harwood, he was accused of dishonesty in distribution of the relief foods. Sometime later Father Ralliere, as he relates in his notes, met the
son of Thomas Harwood on a train en route to Albuquerque
and showed him the receipts for his personal purchases during the flood period. The Harwood explanation was merely
that the unsavory tale had come directly from some of the
residents of Tome. The tale finally was traced to a man, part
of whose wheat field necessarily was\ruined by the current
when J.B.R. advised a cut through the river dyke at a certain
point to drain some of the water back into the mainstream.
It is told that this man later went swimming in a pool twentyeight feet deep, one of the many cut into the bottomlands
by this flood, and drowned--presumably as punishment for
his sin. A certain "Pablo" who is claimed to have composed
some verses bringing forth the same accusations-though
Father Ralliere never was able to see or to hear them-narrowly escaped a beating at the hands of irate neighbors.
The song still sung in the valley to recall this flood is the
Indita del '84, composed by a man whose claim to local fame
rests equally upon this lyric and the fact that he still could
crack nuts with his baby teeth (he never acquired a second
set) at the age of 97:
Indita del '84
I

Ano de mil ochocientos-ochenta y cuatro allegado
Ano de mil ochocientos-ochenta y cuatro allegado
Una creciente varaz-que no la hemos sopartado.
Una creciente varaz--que no la hemos sopartado.

Cho:
A Y! Indita del Rio Grande 30_Ay! Que ingrata te estas mostrando
Ay!J\H!:-a esa~LP9bres mujeres-Ay! Con_sus colchones rodando.
30. Translation of the chorus:
Ay! My love of the Rio Grande
Ay! How ungrateful-you show yourselfAy! Look at all the poor womenAy! With beds and everything pell-mell.
(Picuri, mentioned in the last paragraph, is the eastern offshoot of Tome, in the
edge of the hills.)
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II
El Rio se nos rompio-viniendo la luz del diaEl Rio se nos rompio-viniendo la luz del diaDios me 10 perdonara-lo rompio Jesus Garcia
Dios me 10 perdonara-lo rompio Jesus Garcia
Salgan todos los
Salgan todos los
Lleven pronto la
Lleven pronto la
El senor don
El senor don
Si se quedan
Si se quedan

correos-los
correos-los
noticia-que
noticia-que

III
de a'caballo y de a'pie
de a'caballo y de a'pie
el rio va pa Tome.
el rio va pi Tome.

IV
Jesus Baca-no ha dijado confusoJesus Baca-no ha dijado confuso-en Valencia-alli no se encuentra Refugio.
en Valencia-alli no se encuentra Refugio.

V
Toda la gente se fue-de Valencia para el cerroToda la gente se fue-de Valencia para el cerroNo se han quedado en la casa-mas que el gatito y el perro
No se han quedado en la casa-mas que el gatito y el perro.

VI
Sale el padre Ralliere--con toda su compatriota
Sale el padre Ralliere--con toda su compatriota
Todos los dias preguntan :-"No se ha caido la parroquia"?
Todos los dias preguntan :-"No se ha caido la parroquia"?
VII
A la gente de Peralta-arrisenle desde aquiA la gente de Peralta-arrisenle desde aquiSalgan todos de la casa--corriendo hasta Picuri.
Salgan todos de la casa--corriendo hasta Picuri.

The education of his young parishioners always had been
of much concern to Father Ralliere. Villagers today smile as
they remember his testing the Catechism classes in the "Our
Father." J.B.R. began the prayer: "Padre Nuestro que estas
en los cerros-" Sometimes the girl or boy could take it up at
this point for a perfect recitation of the verses, but-if there
were only silence-the priest was quietly scornful. "Tu
cuidas las vacas y yo los becerros."31
But his interests, like those of Lamy, went far beyond
31. The word becerro means both "a young calf" and books bound in calf skin,
such as religious tomes. J. B. R. in his deft humor, was employing it in both senses
at once.
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the religious education of his people. In 1887 he was appointed Superintendent of Schools for Valencia County, an
area much larger at that period than today. The task was
one upon which he entered with great hopes and to which
he put his best effort. With his custas he traveled throughout
the county to inspect the schools in person. But the problem
of funds for equipment and teachers, including at least one
or more graduates from his own school, was insurmountable.
Two of his letters addressed to the County Commission have
survived. The first, written on blue-lined paper in a clear
beautiful hand, presents an enthusiastic picture of the
schools and their program but his last paragraph shows distress at unpaid salaries. A note of resignation appears in the
appended sentences, obviously added later, concerning the
previous school year.
SCHOOL REPORT OF THE VALENCIA COUNTY SCHOOLS

December 31-1887
Honorable County Commission:
At the present time there are 22 schools opened in this
county and these same are very flourishing. According to the
new law I have had the opportunity of examining the teachers,
and I know their capacity. The best have been chosen in-asmuch as the school funds permit.
The girls participate very little in the benefits of education because there are not sufficient funds to allow us to open
separate schools for them. All the teachers are very much
occupied with the boys. In some of the schools the teacher is
able to give his attention to both sexes. Moreover in most of
the villages the houses are so widely scattered that it is not
possible to send the girls to school. There are actually according to the reports given me by the teachers 1165 school children in regular atte'ri<;lance at school.
I
The bran~hes which are taught are ~eading, Writing, in
some schools Grammar, Geography, Arithmetic, History (Bible
History). In some of the schools-even though very incompetently-the teachers do teach the English tongue.
The boys and girls of 5 to 20 years of age in this county
at present- number 3006.. -The school of Ramah has not come forth to take the
teacher's pay this year.
To those teachers·l.vho teach English I have distributed
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the first and second readers on Hygiene and Health according to "the law and wishes of Congress.
I plead before the commission that you will make the appropriation for school funds as so~m as possible. In general,
the schools have been opened since the 1st of Nov. and in some
precincts there is no more money with which to pay the
teachers.
Your servant
John Baptist Ralliere
Supt. of Schools.
The commission will please not ask for a school report for
the year 1886-87. School could not be held because of lack of funds.
JBR

The distress became anguish and anger when the Commission did not even take the time to hear his report, let
alone provide salary money for the teachers who had already
worked for some time without pay. After what must have
been a month of inner debate, Father Ralliere resigned his
superintendency.
Tome, N. Mex.
January 25, 1888

Senor Don Felipe Chavez
President of the County Commission, Valencia County
Very honorable Sir:
There was not the interest to beg time to give my reports.
My reports were before the commission. The important thing
was to pay the teachers whom I have named. The commission
has not been kind enough to give me money to pay them. I
can not suffer the pain and the unhappiness which this perjury
to the teachers gives me. For this reason I beg the honorable
commission to accept my resignation as superintendent of
schools and place another at their will, to whom I will give
the archive.32
Your humble servant,
John Baptist Ralliere
32.
Tome, Enero 25, 1888
Sn. D. Felipe Chavez
Presidente de la Comision del Condado de Valencia
Muy Hon ble Sefior
No era el interes de pedir tiempo para dar mis reportes; mis reportes
estaban ante ]8 comision. El interes era de pagar los maestros que yo he
nominado. La comision no ha tenido a bien darme dinero para pagarlos. Ya
no puedo sufrir 1a pena y Ia congaja que me causa ese periuicio Ie los maestros.
Por eso suplico a ]8 Hon.bIe comision que accepte mi resignacion de Buperintendente de escuelas y panga otra de BU gusto, a quien yo entregare el archivo.
Su humilde servidor
J. B. Ralliere
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One man who followed Father Ralliere as County Superintendent of Schools was Jesus Concepcion de Maria Sanchez
(Corporation Commissioner i.or the state at the time of his
death) whose interests in religion and politics both were
deep. He is remembered as being well-traveled, bursting with
energy, and a blistering speaker who used English as ornately as Spanish. During his period of some twenty years
as superintendent, money for teachers and buildings finally
-though slowly-became available. The public school of
Tome was located on the west side of the plaza, with hardly
enough ground around it for the children to play. So the
open square became their playground. This building later
was left to become a parish hall, rarely used, and a new
school built on a plot donated by the church and of a size
sufficient to provide one of the best baseball fields in the
valley. One of the students of the older school, enthusiastically written up as an example of public education in Tome,
was the twelve year old Adelino, son of Superintendent Sanchez and eventually to follow him as County Superintendent,
who delivered a lengthy address in English on "Yesterday,
Today, and Tomorrow of New Mexico"33 at the Irrigation
Congress Convention in 1909.
Meanwhile, what effort J.B.R. might have put into the
far-flung county schools he concentrated upon his own, which
he had started soon after arriving in Tome. This school,
housed in the large buildings to the north of the church, was
open the year around and teachers, paid by Ralliere himself,
offered reading, writing, arithmetic, geography, history, hygiene and health, Bible, and music. In 1943 when the north
wing of the church crumbled, an old Greek coin showing
Tiberius Caesar was found beneath the floor. People thought
it probably had been lost from some coin collection used by
J.B.R. in connection with history lessons.
On his farm and orchard Father Ralliere taught agriculture and animal husbandry. He set up a loom for use of students or.-of any village adults- who had none at home. The
school also offered the best known facilities for carpentry
and black-smithing, even the halos for the santos of the
33. "A !lOY Orator," The Earth. January, 1909.
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church coming from the metal workers. Whip, belt, and rope
making from rawhide and from the hair taken from manes
and tails of horses and mules were taught. The workers employed upon Ralliere's farm and whom he already had
instructed in their specialized tasks aided as teachers, but in
music it was Father Ralliere himself who handled most of
the lessons. Besides the several organs which he had brought
into the community, at one time Tome boasted an entire
brass band under his direction, and many parishioners were
playing stringed instruments.
J.B.R. trained two church choirs for Tome, one of men
and one of women, who sang from choir lofts originally at the
sides of the nave rather than at the back, as today. He composed some of the songs still used in local religious services
and arranged others. 34 The text of the Spanish version of
America, sung in his school, is thought to have been his own35
although the subject receiving most emphasis in his school
was facility in the English language.
There are not many dated events in the later history of
the Tome area. In 1892 a bell, given the name Jesus Maria
Joseph, was purchased for the north belfry of the church;
it bears the date, a notation that it was cast in St. Louis, and
the name of Padre John Baptist Ralliere. In the same year
a bell for the Valencia church was cast in St. Louis and
marked with the name of the foundry (The H. Y. Stuckstede
B. F. Co.) , the name of the bell (Sangre de Cristo) , the name
of Father Ralliere, and the list of twelve sponsors or donors,
34. These songs, with others used in New Mexico, have been published (without
music) in Cdntico8 E8pirituale8, Recogido8 por el Padre Juan B. Raltiere. 1933. The
Ralliere songs at present are being recorded on discs.
35. America. as Bung in J.B.R.'s school in Spanish:
Paiz mio y Libre-Tierra muy noble--Te canto A Ti.
Patria de min Padres-Paiz del peregrino-Que de lejos vinaSiempre a cantar.
II
Reine Is musica-Natura entonen-Dulce cancion.
Dispierte todo--tambien la BrizaCon voz Placentera-Canten Ia Union.
.
III
Dios de mis Padres-Autor de LibertadOid mi cancion :
Viva Is Patria! Viva La America!
Tn Poder nos valgaDios-Nuestro Rey.
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men and wives: G. Chavez, Maria Luna, Gregorio Aragon,
Leandra Vigil, .Jesus Sanchez, Beatriz Chavez, Bernadino
Cedillo, Amada otero, Jesus Aragon, Catalina Chavez, E. L.
Dubois, and Barbara Bustos.
Father Ralliere sent a small bell to the same company in
St. Louis· that year to be melted and re-cast into a very large
bell for Peralta; it bears the usual data, with the name for
the bell, Mercedes Guadalupe, the name of Father Ralliere as
pastor, and the list of six sponsors: Mariano S. Otero, Filomena Perea, Salomon Luna, Adelaida Otero, Placido Romero,
and Felicitas Salazar.
The son of this Romero achieved unfortunate local notoriety through an unhappy love affair with tragic ending. The
girl to whom he had proposed without success was waiting
for a train one night in the Los Lunas station, with her sister,
when she was killed by a bullet which came through the window-leaving a hole still to be seen today. No one saw her
assassin but suspicion fell upon the suitor, who had been
attending a wedding feast in Valencia that evening and could
have slipped away for a few moments without being missed.
J.B.R. also had been at the feast and his horse, which had
been in its customary beautiful condition when he arrived,
was found sadly wearied and cut and bruised from branches
when he went out to it late that evening. It was thought that
the young man had borrowed the horse for a dash through
the bosque to Los Lunas, only three miles away, fired the
fatal shot from the darkness beyond the well lighted station,
and returned with equal speed to Valencia. There was a trial
and Father Ralliere, who was thought to have received the
true account in the confessional, was asked to testify. Bound
by the seal of the confessional, he could not speak. Later,
however, when asked if he himself would consider the condition of his horse as testimony, he could admit in positive
terms that the bruised and winded animal appeared to him
to point to the guilt of someone. No one paid the penalty of
thi_~ eri!ll~' _ho\V~yer ; some_said that money and the -politicians of the family were responsible for lack of conviction.
Coolness between the family and Father Ralliere became immediately noticeable, but others who had been lackadaisical
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in the past now were his firm supporters. A month later the
boy's father disappeared and later was found drowned in
the irrigation ditch; whether the girl's people were responsible no one ever knew.
A strange visitor in Tome (1895-6) was a bearded man
who called himself the Sanador (Healer). When asked who
he was, his answer was merely "El Dia Juicio sabreis quien
soy." His life was one of penance· and poverty; he walked
barefoot or in sandals and never was known to accept a ride.
He cured people in their homes or met them in front of the
church, where he made the form of a cross with his arms.
The healing was done with no more than a touch and the
softly spoken words "We must thank God for this." At night
he usually was a guest in the home of some family, but the
word went around the village that his bed always was found
miraculously unrumpled in the morning. He ate very little
but yet retained a handsome physique· and smooth skin; the
few coins he ever could be persuaded to accept for his healing
were given out to the poor. Some of the people had no faith
in his abilities and some feared him, but most felt that he
was a man of good will, traveling to help mankind so far as
he could.
Noting that he did not attend church and that the people
were beginning to pay more attention to him than to the
sacred services, Father Ralliere-Iong silent-finally spoke
vehemently against the man, although he later admitted that
he was sorry for having done so. Shortly after this the
Healer appeared-miraculously some said-at mass in the
Valencia church. All through the mass he remained on his
knees, praying; later he left the church, walking backward
with his face to the altar. From this time onward he went to
church off and on, but he said of himself merely that he believed in God and was affiliated with no specific sect. Father
Ralliere, too, came to admit that perhaps The Healer was
a holy man.
One family begged him to come to cure their young son,
seriously ill. The Healer stayed in their home for forty days
and the boy improved somewhat but finally died, at which
some lost their faith in the stranger. But others remembered
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that he had said at the beginning "The boy's name is already
written in the book of the chosen," and were content.
Eventually-in metropolitan Albuquerque-he was accused of witchcraft and jailed. Some said he escaped from
the jail mysteriously; others claimed that the jailer was
afraid of him and opened the door. Whatever the case, a few
days later, boys herding sheep in the Valencia area noticed
a small tent on the hillside and went up to investigate. Inside
sat the Healer, his arms folded, in deep contemplation. The
boys took him home with them and the people gave him a
shirt and blue jeans to wear in place of the robe with cord
cincture, which he usually wore. This was the costume in
which he appeared in a portrait printed upon men's big handkerchiefs, decorated about the edges with pink flower sprigs,
and marked at the bottom "Complimento de la Tienda de
Leon y Salomon"36-then the main department store of
Albuquerque. The custom of using such portraits printed on
cloth was widespread at the time; Emory's Notes tell of
finding the house of the priest in Santo Domingo Pueblo
draped with curtains patriotically depicting the heads of
numerous presidents of the United States.
The name of the Healer-Francis Schlatter-also appeared upon the handkerchief but strangely enough this
seems not even to have been realized by the villagers, who
insist that they never knew his name. He finally disappeared
-riding a white horse-into Mexico, as he had said he
would. The people divided his little tent into small pieces and
distributed them around, to be kept as carefully as religious
relics. One family still has a photograph taken inside a house,
showing two women and one man. Next to the latter is an
empty chair, in which the Sanador was sitting at the time
the picture was made-but since then his image has completely disappeared. It may be that when, later, one of the
36. School children of Tome still sing the little verse originally heard from the
clown of a puppet show-paid by the enterprising mercantile men-which stopped in
the village:
EI sombrero- de un rico se perdioy tres ninns que IlfiSCaVan 10 hallaron
10 jugaron,-lo vendieron,10 empenaronEn la Tienda de Leon y Salomon.
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women had paralysis and was given the photograph to hold
against her breast, the body perspiration affected the chemicals of the prin~. We know, at least, that the patient
recovered.
Even the "city people" of New Mexico and Colorado
never were quite sure what to think about Francis Schlatter.
There seems little doubt that he was sincere and that he was
seeking neither money nor fame. At least one man of Tome
became convinced that the Healer was the W~ndering Jew
who-according to story-had taunted Christ on the road to
Calvary with the mocking words, "I understand that you
claim to be a King and that you think you can make people
live forever." Christ quietly answered "I am a King-but
you shall live forever," words which made little impression
upon the man until that evening he saw his infant child stand
in its cradle and heard his shameful conduct denounced and
the added prophecy "You will live forever." Denied the consolation of death and. salvation until Judgment Day, he is
reported to have appeared in various parts of the world, the
last time-before the appearance in Tome and Valenciabeing in England in the 16th century.
After the Healer had been gone for a year, several men
who called themselves healers appeared in the Valencia area,
with intent toward gain. One, who claimed he was receiving
orders from the original "Healer" was rewarded with much
in gifts of groceries-until it became obvious that his
"cures" produced no observable results. Eventually, in northern Mexico, the skeleton of a man and the long copper staff .
Francis Schlatter always carried were found beneath a
tree. 37 But the actual history of the man is no more known
today than when he first appeared in the west.
Health was a serious matter in early New Mexico; privations in diet and in conveniences, lack of knowledge and
equipment for food preservation, prevention of contagion,
and poor sanitation led to high mortality. After a death (and
this custom pertained in the mountain villages of New Mexico
37. The discovery was made by Dr. Edgar L. Hewett of the Museum of New
Mexico; the staff remains in hiB private collection in Santa Fe. Mrs. Agnes Morley
Cleaveland tells of the remarkable performances of Francis Schlatter in No Life for a
Lady. Also see Edgar L. Hewett, Campfire and Trail, pp. 69-75.
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until recently) the mourners remained in a darkened room
for a week. The bereaved husband or wife dressed in mourning for th~ period of an entire year. The man let his beard
grow for that time, and upon his hat he wore a black horsehair band with white tassels or a white band with black tassels. The women wore black dresses and heavy black tapalos
(head coverings) ; deaths were so frequent that the garb
became standard for almost any female who had passed her
youth. No music could be played within the household during
the year of sadness. Before any festivity was to be held
within a village, a "gallo" went up and down playing a violin
or an accordion as announcement. But when he reached a
house of mourning the music was stopped and he prayed a
sudario as he passed, the word being translated literally as
"linen of the sweat of death; shroud." Old people consider
that the prayers of today "lack spicing" and the shorter
mourning period, sometimes no more than three months,
seems shameful.
Curanderos, the native herb doctors who never have hesitated to employ an occasional "spell" for or against witchcraft have continued through the years in Tome, as in other
New Mexico villages. as Perhaps the most revered of these
was a woman who had lived in Mexico before her marriage
and whose own health carried her to the ripe age of 110. Her
skills with herbs and potions were much appreciated in the
community and her good will as an eloquent leader in velorio
prayers still is remembered. 39 But another curandero, who
had been accused of witchcraft more than once, is credited
with having brought an end to the game of polo, once so
38. One of the greatly respected Tome specialists was Dofia Felipa, curandera and
midwife. whose greatest hoast was that she had presided at the birth of Dennis Chavez,
now senator from New Mexico.
39. The effectiveness of certain simple cures is a subject which still impresses the
villagers. For example, the famous buffalo hunter, Thomasito Martinez, who came
from Taos to Tome, had his legs frozen while encamped on the' Plains. Both were cut
off in camp but the stumps were healed by the applieation of two little bags of hot
porridge at their ends.
Twins are believed to have the power of causing the muscles of their enemies to
twist in pain-at will or even unconsciously. The cure is having another cuate (twin)
massage the victim.- The evil eye- - (ojo or mal oio) may be given a b~by-by o~~-who
chances to have the power, whether he realizes it or not, and infants of a generation
back wore bracelets of coral beads as protection. The cure-once the child was infected
-consisted of the person responsible spitting upon the child's face or head. Many
people. even today. spit upon a baby or touch a dampened finger to its forehead when
fondling it to make sure they do not accidentally affect it with "evil eye:'
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popular in the area. The players, on their horses, had gathered on the field in Peralta (end goals were in Adelino and
Peralta). The ball, as usual, had been buried beneath the
sand and the leaders were trying to knock it out as the opening move of the game. One leader did knock out a ball, but
the mallet of the other unearthed a little witch doll-and his
side lost the game and all the money which had been bet upon
it. The cU1'andero was blamed, and Father Ralliere, weary of
witchcraft problems and the hardships of gambling losses,
discouraged polo as such, as well as its popular relative,
hockey.
In May 1903, and on September 29 and October 8, 1904,
minor floods struck the Tome area, but altho~gh Chical and
portions of Peralta and Valencia along the river bank were
washed with water, Tome itself was unharmed. The flood of
1903 was followed by a drought which caused more damage
than the water. On May 23, 1905, a major flood struck.
Twenty-five houses in Valencia were deep in water. The
people of Tome built "burros" or levees and thus saved the
plaza from the full impact of the current, but many farms
in the area suffered.
In 1908 Tome celebrated Father Ralliere's fiftieth year
as pastor. One item upon the gala program of music and orations was a song and dance entitled "Lady Hiawatha" presented by school girls who now are among the matrons of the
community. In 1911 J.B.R. retired, ill and worn by his long
period of service, which had covered almost fifty-five years.
During the following three years he lived in his old house to
the north of the church in poverty and sometimes bed-ridden.
While suffering with malaria in those last years, say those
who revere his memory, he grew a full beard and the townspeople, observing that he looked more and more like Moses,
Abraham, and the patriarchs pictured in their religious
books, called him El Padre Eterno. His last journey was to
a sanatorium in Albuquerque, where he was taken by the
Archbishop, but he stayed only a few days, returned and
was confined to bed until his death. As noted in the memorandum book of one of the elderly townswomen: "El dia 18
de Julio muri6 el Padre Juan B. Ralliere-A las 9 de la
noche-el ano 1915-a la edad de 83." What lands had not
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been given to members of his household were left by his will
to the Archbishop. On the day of his funeral it rained and
the coffin had to be ballasted down with rocks because of the
wet soil, even though he was buried beneath the church floor.
Rain continued for the entire week and cheered the farmers
enough so that they forgot some of their sorrow at the passing of an old friend and teacher-although one housewife
still laments that she found fifty of her young fryers
drowned.
The people recall that the Church sent a fine orator to
Tome to deliver the funeral oration. Father Ralliere was
likened to the birds who drink water from pools in the rocks
after a rain and to the real men of God in Biblical times.
Much of the respect for education and the desire to fit
into the pattern of American culture were built upon foundations laid a generation ago in the Tome area by this priest.
The Passion Play, so long combined with Penitente devotions,40 was re-emphasized by the church and still is celebrated during Holy Week, although for a time in the '20's
some of the young sabios attempted to undermine the "old
fashioned performance" by ridicule. Father Ralliere's change
of custom in giving the keys of the Tabernacle, where the
Holy Sacrament is kept from Holy Thursday to Friday, to
the church Custos rather than to the local Justice of the
Peace, as in Spanish and Mexican days, marked a new understanding of separation between church and state in American thinking. Modernization has continued in the presentation of the Easter devotion. Pontius Pilate's proclamation
condemning Christ to the cross now is read as signed by that
dignitary in the position of "Presidente" rather than in the
old form, "Roman Procurator of the Land of-." And the
American flag, flying from a standard above the shell or
stage in the church yard where the crucifixion scene, climax
of the play, is enacted, is respectfully lowered to half mast
when Christ dies upon the cross.
The Memorial Monument, of which this stage is one sec40. Public flagellation, approved by priests in Tome through the early 1800's, and
e::;pecially prevalent in Adelino and Manzar-o, began to disappear with the coming of
Father Ralliere. The one form of the old penances still followed by some is that of
tossing a handful of kernels of wheat or corn into one's shoes and thus walking in
pain throughout Holy Week.
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tion, itself would have pleased Father Ralliere had he lived
to see it built, for it is in his tradition of linking the old with
the new. Constructed by a returned veteran of World War II
as a monument to the soldier dead and also to be used in connection with the old Easter play, it consists of three parts.
At the east end is a small open room representing Rebecca's
well, and within has been buried the body of a small boy, son
of one of the families prominent in carrying out the Holy
Week devotion. At the opposite end is a robing room, where
costumes are kept folded away in trunks and such props as
spears and helmets, cut from war surplus items and welded
into the shapes of Biblical times-as shown in pictures to be
found in village Bibles-are arranged. In one end is buried
two Tome boys killed in Korea. The heavy slab above is in:..
scribed with letters marked into the wet cement with a
finger: "Manso y Alegre" (Meek and Cheerful), and "Not
all the world-But indeed-Eternal life." Above the doorway, on the outside, is a niche holding a marble Lamb of
Sacrifice and beneath it a little angel strewing flowers upon
a marble tablet. A stone originally above the door of the old
schoolhouse but now with its broken edges smoothed again
and two designs cut into the center, the cross representing
the law of God and the old-fashioned balance scales representing civil law is built into the wall. To the good people of
Tome, the two are inevitably tied together. Beneath in Spanish is written "Render unto the government that which is of
the government and to God that which is Gods."
In the center is the open stage, the background painted
to show the Holy land as seen from beyond the three crosses
of Calvary. Upon these crosses, on Good Friday, are placed
the old image of the Santo Entierro from the coffin in the
chapel, and two young boys (their feet firmly upon small
steps, their heads hooded) representing the thieves who
hung with Christ upon the hill. As a prop to facilitate the
disappearance of the boys when the three "bodies" are taken
down and Christ in his coffin is carried in a devout and
incense-perfumed procession around the plaza and back into
the church, a narrow and unnoticed trench extends across
the stage behind the crosses.
Rev. Albert Castanie followed Father Ralliere (after the
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latter's retirement in 1911) with a service of twenty-seven
years in Tome. Then came Rev. Joseph Assenmacher, who as
a' young priest had hoped for missionary duties among natives-somewhere-but with good grace he devoted his energies to thirteen years of labor in this area and made himself
well-liked. His most treasured possession was a reliquary of
gold containing a tiny splinter said to have come from the
true cross of Christ, given to him by the Holy See for outstanding work in archaeology in the Holy Land. This relic
often was carried by Father Assenmacher to the top of Cerro
de Tome when he climbed the long path to meditate at the
shrine marked by three crosses and an altar. Like the Memorial in the churchyard, this place for prayer was constructed
by the young veteran; it is preserved for the pious people of
all nations and creeds by being purposefully kept without a
road. Mass is supposed to be celebrated there each year on
May 3rd, the day on which the true cross is said to have been
found by Helen, Mother of Constantine, first Christian Roman Emperor.
'
After Assenmacher's health failed he returned to Europe,
where he now serves as Assistant Pastor in a church of
Cologne, his original home. When he left a young Irishman
took over the Tome church for two months until the present
prie~t, Rev. Joseph Mueller, a classmate of Rev. Assenmacher, was assigned to this area in 1953.
Of these all, John Baptist Ralliere stands out as the
Father of the village; indeed, it is said by some of the good
people that if his body were uncovered they are sure his right
hand (he was buried holding the chalice he had brought from
France) would be found incorrupt. And yet the tales of Tome
recount periods when he suffered the stings of malevolent
criticism, as happens to any man who has life and daring
enough to take active part in a community. There were persons and there were problems which stirred him into indignant action, and it is said that in the ill health of his old age
-he--was-less-patient-than before. Be that asitmaY,-FatherRalliere is almost a saint to many of the families of Tome
and the surrounding area, and the stories of his life will long
remain in village lore as an inspiration to those born too late
to have known him.

ROCKING HORSE TO COW PONY

By JESSIE

DE PRADO FARRINGTON

(Continued)
Off For The West (1901-02)

When I got to within speaking distance of my thirtieth
birthday, I again began feeling out my way.
To the West, to the West
To the land of the Free
Where the mighty Missouri rolls down to the sea
Where a man is a man if he chooses to toil
And the children may gather the fruits of the soil.

Among the other "feelers," I wrote to some minor U. S.
Consul in London to inquire about homestead land in the
States, but he said there was none left,-well, that was all he
knew!
Just at the right time for me, my brother unwittingly
helped me out. He and his wife went to visit the latter's grandmother in Fifeshire, Scotland, and while they were there, the
grandmother received a letter from a cousin in the United
States, whom she had never seen, but who was a great letter
writer and kept in touch with.many of her old country relatives. This Miss M. told in her letter of how she and her
widowed sister had just gone to the Sacramento Mountains in
New Mexico, on account of Lila, the widow's granddaughter,
who was far from strong, and doctors had advised a few years
in New Mexico's dry climate for her. So while Lila was growing strong, her grandmother, a pioneer at heart, was taking
up a homestead of 160 acres. When Betsy, my ever dear sisterin-law, read this letter, she said, "Why, Eben, this is just the
very thing Jessie wants," and though Eben was still against
my migration, he felt in honor bound to tell me.
I contacted Miss M. by letter and eventually set out for the
Sacramento Mountains. I had a fine and interesting crossing
on the Lucania, enjoyed my peep at Queenstown, and was
keenly interested in watching an additional large batch of fellow emigrants coming on board. One of my many friends had
done a bit of wire pulling for me so some of the Cunard officers
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were on the look-out for me and introduced me to several seasoned travelers, who put me wise as to where to have my deck
chair put, etc. I was placed next to a Mrs. Dyer, a Devonshire
lady who was returning to the States with her son after a six
months sojourn at home. She was a wretched sailor, the boy
also ;he stayed below much of the time, but she spent all day
on deck, but never left her chair, the deck steward bringing
her what little food she took. She was almost beyond speaking, but occasionally, I could do little things for her, pick up
a magazine, tuck in a slipping rug, etc. As I was rather a quiet
person myself, I did not join in the deck sports or regulation
promonades much, but put in my time reading John Halifax,
Gentleman, and just soaking in the realization that at last "I
was on my way."
A girl a few years younger than I, and who was crossing
for the third or fourth time with her mother (the litter spent
most of her time below) made my deck chair her headquarters. She was soon hand and glove with all the unattached men
on board and often brought them up to my chair. One bright
specimen, doubtless learning from the ship's paper that I was
traveling alone, was introduced by special request. He informed me that he had travelled up from Leeds, I think it was,
with my uncle, and that the latter had asked him to look-out
for me and "sh,ow me a good time." I did not like the looks of
the would-be cavalier, but let him ramble on to hang himself
with his own rope, and when he finally dried up, I told him I
did not everi have an uncle living, and that I was doing fine on
my own, thank you! That effectually extinguished him, even
with Beulah and her merry crowd. All during this and many
other episodes, my Devonshire friend, Mrs. Dyer, just lay
deathly sick in her chair, apparently dead to the world, but it
seems she soaked it all in and sized me up greatly to my credit.
Her husband (also English) farmed in Kansas, and my
future husband then unheard of by me, as a boy of eighteen
had traveled out to Kansas with them on one of their return
trips and ever after, she had mothered him to the best of her
abi1ity~ At-the time-l am writing of, he was already,sllPI1QlSed__
to be a confirmed old bachelor of long standing, but the eternal
matchmaker in us females, jumped to the conclusion in my
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fellow passenger's mind that I was the very mate for her protege, and it turned out that way, too.
When we moored at Ellis Island, she and her boy were
soon up, and about" back to normal, and we talked enough in
what time we had left together to make up for our long days
of almost complete silence. When she found out where I was
headed and my aspirations, she urged me to travel with them
and visit them in Kansas at their wheat farm, but I was too
keen on the cow country to be sidetracked even for a few
weeks, so we parted at New York (for the time being).
I had made arrangements for the Travelers' Aid to meet
me at New York, and glad I am. While waiting for my baggage to be assembled, a man came up to me and asked if I
were Miss MacMillan, I said yes, and he said he had been
asked to meet me. While I was still soaking him and his information in, a very competent and comforting hand was laid
on my arm and I turned to look into a face I could trust right
off; it was Miss Gunderson of the Travelers' Aid. When I
turned back to look at the man, who had been "asked" to meet
me, he had disappeared in the crowd, and that was that. I
wanted to stay in New York a few days at the Y. W. C. A. I
had an introduction to a Mr. Provost there, a lawyer, and
when he learned my plans, he was a most enthusiastic helper.
It appeared he had sown his wild oats in Texas. I already had
an introduction to Judge Hunter there, and it appeared that
Mr. Hunter was also a friend of his and had steered him
through some wild oat troubles in the days of his youth.
In a misguided moment, while still in Liverpool, I had
bought, or paid for, a ticket right through to Alamogordo,
New Mexico. When Mr. Provost saw this, he guessed I might
have trouble, but said if you do, refer trouble maker to me and
he gave me his business card. He went with me to help me
choose my SIX shooter. I got a beautiful long barreled police
colt and though I never had occasion to use it in self defense.
later I enjoyed many a target practice with it. At the Y. W.
C. A., I got a girl to take me around for fifty cents a day,
board, and car-fare. First, we went to a rather doubtful looking neighborhood to get my ticket straightened out. I can't l't'member all details, but I had some papers from the Liwrpool
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agent to a New York agent, calling for my railroad ticket
from New York to Alamogordo, New Mexico, via Niagra
Falls. Well, we did not like the look of the man in the small
grubby office we located, but he fussed around awhile and
finally said he could only book me to El Paso, Texas, but I said
"no," I'd paid for transportation to Alamogordo, New Mexico,
and that he must furnish ticket for same. Already Mr. Provost had told me my booking my railroad ticket in England
had cost me fifteen dollars more than if I'd waited and got it
in New York. In the midst of his fencing, I finally told him if
he did not come across with my full ticket, I must refer him to
my lawyer and I planted Mr. Provost's card in front of him.
That straightened him out and he said if I'd please wait
awhile, hei would see what he could do, and he went out, to
return sorre time later with a ticket that seemed a mile and a
half 10ng.IUp to that time, I'd been used to our British small
solid oblong cardboard that covered all mileage on one wee
ticket.
Well, I got my through transportation, but the villain had
got me in another way, I was booked on a series of local and
round-about trains and semi-freights, that nearly shook me to
bits, tough as I thought myself.
I did not like New York at all, it seemed to me that every
other r:oad-';was up for" or "under" repair, and traffic was
appalling. The underground was not yet open for use and
electric trams and horse trams were sometimes using the
same tracks. It does not seem possible, but that is how I remember it. There were open railroad crossings and the awful
noise of the overhead. I was also struck by the number of
lame horses I saw, though I was told there was a Society for
the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals. While in a horse car
some mishap to a cart blocked the line, so without waiting,
our driver just pulled his horses to one side, got the car off the
rails, bumped us over rouph cobbles (which broke a window
enroute) till he could resume the track and no one seemed surprised or took any notice of the falling glass.
. Saturday evening, I went with Miss Gunderson to-see two
other girls off for somewhere. We crossed to Jersey City, I
think. We went into the most palatial ferry boat I had ever
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seen, and one of the girls got quite a fright when it started as
she thought she was in just another waiting room.
I hated New Yqrk. I saw lame horses, horses fall down,
horses run away, an electric tram on fire, and all in one day.
The sky-scrapers, even in those days, depressed me.
Well, I must get on. In due time, I left New York, headed
for Niagra. The American chaircars were new to me, but I
liked them better than those at home. For a time, the train
kept alongside the Hudson and I enjoyed the scenery, but it
was soon dark. Next morning, I enjoyed the run by Lake Ontario. I got out at "Suspension Bridge," I think, and at first,
I had a horrid time. I had too much baggage, gladstone, holdall, steamer rugs, and what-have-you, and no porter available
in those days, at least Scotland beat the United States at.Iocal
stations or depots on the porter question. There was not even
a left luggage office or a station. master visible. I found three
different odd men and asked what time my connection went
on, they each told me a different time, but finally, I found a
fourth, who turned out to be a livery stable man, and he advised me to go to a nearby hotel, and they would keep my baggage and tell me about trains. This I did, and had some breakfast. The helpful man wanted to hire me a carriage to take me
out to the Falls, price $4.00 (16 shillings) and that seemed too
stiff to me, and as I had all day and liked walking, told him so,
but in the end, he let me have a full fledged landeau and pair
for $2.00 and I had a splendid time. He told his driver I was
to "see everything," and I think I did. I had the turn out for
several hours, and the man in charge happened to be a Shropshire youth (the part 'of England where I spent nine happy
yeani). I saw the upper and lower Falls and had the affrontery
to be difmppointed, can you believe it? I was taken across to
the Canadian side and at all the toll and custom gates and side
shows, I went free, passed by the kindness of my driver. I
wanted h> pay him something for himself, but he would take
nothing. I had been told the carriage people were fearful robb(~ni, but that was far from my experience.
J n Uj(~ aft(~rnoon, not long after my return to the Hotel, a
Glasw>w, and, abov(~ all, a Crosshill, man arrived off some
train and 1.h(~ h()1.(~1 keep(~r introduced him to me. He, too, was
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driving around the Falls and invited me to go along, but I declined as I'd just been, but the Scotch in me wondered why I'd
not had a hunch to wait and to save even the $2.00 I'd paid!
I had to leave from a different depot, so the Shropshire
youth with his carriage and pair came to the hotel for me and
my baggage, and not a cent would he take, said his boss wished
it that way, so we shook hands and with his good wishes and a
happy memory, I was once more on my way to the "Far
Places." At this depot, I thought I'd actually discovered a station master on the old country order and accosted an old man
in blue and gold uniform and asked if I'd have to change before I got to Detroit, but he turned out to be an ancient mariner traveling on a pass, and he finally asked me if I'd go up
the rqad a bit to a saloon and have a drink, which civility I
declined.
We got to Detroit some time in the night, and I had to wait
hours, and after that, things kept getting worse and worse,
my swindling round-about ticket getting me into no end of
muddles and causing me endless waits and delays. If I remember right, I went from Saturday to Saturday without even my
shoes off and not even always in a so-called chaircar. For financial reasons, I had planned to carry what we Americans
call a "light lunch" with me, and have just one good meal a
day. When my many more or less "locals" would stay for half
an hour at some depot that sported a lunchroom, I loaded up
to my full capacity, you may be sure. The style of service was
entirely new to myoId country ways, and the many wee dishes
semi-circled around my plate always intrigued me, particularly what I took to be one with a wee slice of more or less
interesting rich yellow sponge cake, as the latter was a weakness of mine, I always reserved it with myoId childhood
custom of keeping the best till the last, but when I did sample
it, I found it disappointing, but each day I'd think, well, surely
it will be better than that I had yesterday, and so on, but it
was not till some time later that I learned my imagined apology for sponge cake was corn bread, which I have never
learnedtoJike, and I put-it down to my-unfortunate introduction to an American staple.
At McAlister, Oklahoma, I nearly got side-tracked. In
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those days, whatever it may be now, it appeared to me just a
few planks in front of a shed and by courtesy called a "depot"
and housing a restaurant. We had twenty minutes to wait and
there was some rush to get to the "eats." As soon as possible,
I dashed out again onto the planks, with train still drawn up
there, but I failed to find my car. Finding an engineer, I asked
if it was the San Antonio train and he said "no," but could
not, or would not, tell me anything else. No station official
seemed to exist and the planks were crammed with passengers off this strange train. At last, I ran against a man I had
seen on my coach and spoke to him and he said he was sure
that this was our train, but on boarding, he, too, found it was
not. In the end, we found our train. It had been shunted to a
siding', hidden from view by the one that had supplanted it by
the "planks," and we were told it would be shunted back to the
platform when the other pulled out, but once we located it, we
crossed the intruder and 'made for our own outfit. It was lucky
we did, for before we reached our seats, it pulled out and
never went near the platform again. How many we may have
left behind I can't say.
One night, we seemed to spend hours just being shunted
about, it seemed to me as though two engines were just practicing football with our coach, 'until I was almost jerked to
pieces. This was near Waco, Texas. We were two hours late,
even on our slow schedule, and I was afraid I'd miss my connection at San Antonio. There was then only one train a day
on to EI Paso, but the conductor told me he had wired ahead
that he had a "lady for EI Paso," and that they always had a
good margin and when necessary could make up quite a lot Of
lost time, which they did. We reached San Antonio only thirty
minutes late and found the EI Paso train waiting and I and
my baggage were hustled aboard. As for my trunks, I'd long
lost track of them. My wretched baggage was no minor item
in this land of scarce porters. There was a fat "hold-all" containing pillow and steamer rugs, etc, a well packed gladstone
and a canvas bag full of books, but in this case, the conductor
himself helped me over to the EI Paso train.
It is beyond me to describe the thrills I got passing
through the land of my dreams from the cradle up. Prairie
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and desert. I seemed to respond to it all, every fiber of me.
When, now and then, I'd see a cowboy moseying along, with
no houses in sight for hours and hours, or a bunch of cattle
being rounded up, I felt, well, I just felt and felt. Whatever it
was I felt, I just felt it all over, and under like circumstances,
I still respond to the old thrill, though maybe in a slightly
minor degree, but I have never gone "blase," nO,not one atom.
I must admit, though, that the country between San Antonio
and EI Paso at first struck me as rather a desolate waste, even
while it thrilled me, and as I guess I was still on a more or less
"local," or the only daily train, it seemed to stop every now
and then, in the middle of nowhere, with little in sight, but a
water tank and a few miserable looking Mexican hovels and
adobes and sometimes a gang of Mexicans would come on
board to go farther up the line. After the Old Country trains,
I was struck by the lack of the second and third class coaches
on the American ones. Well, towards evening on this EI Paso
train, I became conscious of some commotion at the far end of
the coach. Two huge yankees (at that time all Americans were
Yankees to me) had hold of a poor, undesired, dirty wee Mexican. He had nothing in his appearance to recommend him,
but once I was assured that neither he nor his companions
were trying to knife anyon-e, my sympathies were with him.
Someone went along the train for the conductor and when he
arrived, the poor wee Mexican was searched with all his buddies trying to crowd around, more appearing from other
coaches. I got all fussed up when I thought one intentionally
maneuvered himself directly behind the conductor. My brilliant imagination jumping to the conclusion that he meant to
. stab the latter (remember I now believed myself to be in the
Wild and Wooly West, that I'd read and heard of for so very
many years). I believe that if he had inadvertently moved one
of his hands, I would have rushed at him. However, I'm glad
to say I was spared from making that exhibition of myself.
Finally, the Mexican was released and his fellows melted
away and the two big Americans returned to their seats without anypistol-shots-being-fired~-My ever ready -imagination
had been confidently expecting that, too. As the conductor
came past my seat, I asked what the trouble was. I guess I
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must have looked about as frightened as I felt, for he remarked on my "scared" and white appearance and hastened
to reassure me that during the fifteen years he had traveled as
conductor he had not once had to use his gun. The real cause
of the commotion was one of two giddy girls. They had been
fiddling about, up and down the coach, from the time they
came aboard, changing seats, hanging out of windows, and
making what racket they could. Then one claimed she had lost
her purse, a satchel affair, hanging from her waist. She made
her loss public and told the two big Americans that she believed the Mexican had stolen it. After the conductor had
searched the latter and cross-questioned the girl herself, she
admitted that she might have lost it "overboard" as she remembered something catching outside the window when leaning out. Word was sent along the line from the next water
tank stop and the conductor said it would be found, if there.
A lady sitting near me said she was sure it was only a ruse to
get easy money, and later she assured me that when the girls
got off, she saw the two big Westerners give one some dollar
bills.
At one place, a sheriff came on board with a man in
"irons," his feet chained together. They sat just in front of
me, keeper and prisoner chatting in a most friendly way all
the time, but it took all the starch out of me to see a poor beggar bound for the lockup somewhere.

T he Far and Wooley West
I got to El Paso Saturday morning, went to the Sheldon
Hotel and got a bath, my first decent wash in a week, and during that time, I'd not even had my shoes off. After breakfast
and a rest, I hunted Judge Hunter up, to whom I had two separate letters of introduction (from England and New York) ;
queer to get two to the same man from such widely different
points. One can't keep a really good man under a bushel. I
found him most kind. He introduced me at the bank where I
had a letter of credit. It happened that he had an interest in
a saddler's store, that he had taken over on a debt, and an old
English man ran it for him. So he took me there to get my outfit, and was I proud !-but the upshot of it was that between
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them, they presented me with everything I needed in that
line, for Mr. Quincy was really the Judge's silent partner in
the store. I am proud to say I still have that particular outfit:
saddle, bridle, and quirt, all but the saddle blanket, tie rope,
and stake rope. Thirty-four years and they are still a joy to
me, though perhaps no longer things of beauty to the unseeing
eye.
Not the least of my never ending thrills was to see my
saddle, etc., done up in a "gunny" sack and heaved into the
baggage car that night as I left EI Paso, Texas, for Alamogordo, New Mexico. I asked the conductor if he could give me
the name of an inexpensive hotel or boarding house at Alamogordo, where I was due to arrive at eleven p.m., and experience showed me that he sent me to the best and most expensive
in town! Not that the hotel in itself was much to boast of. I'd
arranged through Miss M. to be met here by a wagon from the
mountains. At this time, Alamogordo was a wee "railroad"
town (that implied that about its only ~xcuse for existence
was the Round House or railroad shops) , only three years old,
on the desert, about four or six miles from the foot of the Sacramentos, which on this, the western side, rise abruptly to
about nine thousand feet and are bare, arid, rocky, with next
to no vegetation, and no trees on this side, but after one
crosses the first divide, it is quite different, being heavily timbered, with endless beautiful canyons. It is the homesteaders'
paradise, not too much land to cultivate, but lots of springs,
pastures for stock, timber for building and fuel, etc. When I
went there, all free, think of it! Later, while I was still homesteading, it was put into a Forest Reserve by Mr. Theodore
Roosevelt, or his administration, but those who had already
filed on the land owned it when they "proved up."
Well, Alamogordo lies near the foot of the western side of
the Sacramentos, and then west of the wee town stretched the
desert for maybe a hundred miles and then the San Andreas
Mts., with their wonderful strip of "White Sands," and further-to thenol'th, the Mal Pais. In my time, there was talk of
starting a factory to, in some way, commercialize the famous
white sand, but so far as I know, it did not materialize.
In my day, the now well known summer resort of Cloud-
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croft was just in its infancy. It was reached by what was
originally meant for a logging railroad only, but someone
"with enterprise sensed the possible value of Cloudcroft, the
beautifully wooded summit, as a pleasure resort where EI
Pasoians and others could come to cool off in summer; and so,
the resort developed.
.
On the train from Alamogordo, one gains an added altitude of nearly a mile in twenty-five miles of gradual climbing.
Well, I stayed at the Alamogordo Hotel until Monday, and
then moved to a rooming house, and had meals at a restaurant. I found this less expensive, and I did not know how long
I might have to wait for the wagon, for it was not easy to arrange a set time to meet when one started from a point several
thousand miles away. I put in most of my waiting time at the
restaurant, run by a Mrs. Odom. Her business was a rush at
meal times and her patrons mostly railroad men from the
Round House, I cleared out at those times. She looked far
from strong, and one day after the busy noon hour, in spite
of her apparent exhaustion, she started to wash the floor; that
was too much for me. I pinned up my dress and planted her in
a chair while I got down on my knees and did the job. Every
day thereafter till the wagon came, that was my "chore," and
she never forgot it, and unconsciously, I was making an investment that repaid me in many kinds of dividends later on.
Her husband worked in the R. R. Shops and helped in the
restaurant at night, he was O. K. It was here that I got my
first introduction to iced tea, with lemon, and served me ad
lib after my first floor washing demonstration. I loved to sit
by the big window and watch the comings and goings of odd
cattle men drifting past, or wagons from the mountains. No
one on foot, always horse back or wagon. Yes, I had arrived
at last!
Finally, the wagon from the "Agua Chiquita" (name of
the canyon where I eventually homesteaded) drifted in and
with it was Miss M. herself and her grand-niece, Lila, and the
driver, a native son. I sent my trunks and boxes to Cloudcroft
by rail, as it was all the wagon could do to hold us and my local
purchases. I got a small wire mattress and combined cot, with
folding legs, and a canvas ditto, then a skillet (heavy fry
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pan), lantern,. wash tub, bucket, kettle, some enamel tableware, etc., just essentials to start out with. 1 had brought bedding from Scotland. We hac a wagonload, for they too got a
lot of things, mostly provisions; the team was composed of
two horses and a pair of mules.
1 had my first experience. of camping out on the desert, for
we left town late in the day, but got nearly to the foot of the
mountains, and so, ready for a good start up next morning.
We three women slept "somehow" in the wagon, unloading
most of the freight; and Will, the driver, slept on the ground.
We were off bright and early next morning, going through the
interesting Mexican village of La Luz, here fruit and vegetables are raised by irrigation. After that, we turned up the
great barren mountains, stones, dust, dust, and stones. Hour
after hour, and ever and again crossing the winding and
writhing logging railroad. As the afternoon wore on, the aspect of the mountains gradually changed. They began to look
green, more and more trees clothed them and at last, we entered Toboggan Canon, and 1 began to feel assured as 1 got
among the greeness and the trees. About half way up Toboggan, we made camp, and in just the kind of place 1 had
imagined. Our night on the desert camp, we had been nearly
stiffled with the heat, so this night Lila determined we should
have plenty of air and so hitched the canvas wagon cover wall
open at both ends, forgetting the difference of the altitude. So
that night we nearly froze. 1 heard something prowling about
(1 knew they had bears and panthers, and lobo wolves up
there) , but for quite awhile, 1 would not give into my "funk,"
but at last, 1 did and got up and went and roused Will. It was
well 1 did for the mules had got loose, and if we had not
rounded them up, the chances are they would have gone off
llome and left us.
Next day, 1 felt "down and out" with a very bad cold, and
if 1 escaped sea sickness, 1 seemed to have developed wagon
sickness. Will and Lila managed to fix up one of my cots for
me-in~the-wagon,so-aIHhatday
1 "lay down," and such a-day
"in bed" I've never had, before or since. Roads as we know
them now, were non-existent on that trail which often wound
more or less up and down dry creek beds, rocks, boulders and
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ruts. Towards evening, I recovered a bit, and that night, we
camped in Bear Canon, the most dangerous place of the lot, I
was told (or maybe "loaded"), but nothing disturbed us. On
the next evening, we arrived at Eagle, Mrs. Westlake's log
cabin on the Agua Chiquita, up on the mountain side with a
good sized clearing fenced in and a well wooded mountain behind; in front and below runs the Agua Chiquita ("Little
Water"), and then rise the mountains on the other side of the
canyon.
"The Agua Chiquita"
The Agua Chiquita is a long canon running and winding
for miles from part of the summit down to Weed; the mountains gradually tapering down to almost smooth rolling uplands; below timber lines, and these in turn gradually running down to prairieland and the Pecos Valley, a beautiful
stock country, but held back perhaps for lack of water-in my
time, at least. Between the summit and Weed, many other
beautiful canyons run down from the upper ridges and open
into this main canon. Weed was our nearest "town," first described to me as-"a little old wide place in the road," at that
time composed of two general stores (one of which housed the
Post Office), a saloon, "The Legal Tender," and a few smaller
shanties. They have a High School now and one or two
churches.
Mrs. Westlake was having a new shingle roof put on
Eagle, and when we arrived, the two men hired to do it had
just stripped half the old roof off and only got covered in
about half of what they had taken off that day. For nights, we
had to sleep with no roof, and I seemed to add to my cold
daily and I guess the altitude also got me, so I was "some sick"
for a spell. There were two Swedish brothers, friends of Mrs.
Westlakes, also staying there; they had bought a "claim"
from an outgoing "squatter" and were getting the cabin, etc.,
in shape, preparatory to moving in.
For years, I guess old timers had been drifting
through this country, some staying long enough to put up a
log cabin and a few fences, but they had never filed on many
of the places, so later comers, and semi-"tenderfoots," like
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myself, would buy them out. They had, of course, no title to
the land, just claimed the so-called improvements, though as
often as not, they had not even put them up, just found them
abandoned and squatted there, until they could sell out, or
just felt like moving on themselves, many of them being a
shiftless lot drifted in from Texas and South-Eastern States.
There was always a conjecture among the bona fide homesteaders and cattle men when a new outfit arrived, almost invariably by wagon trek, as to whether they had "come on
account of their health or their reputation." Many were credited with having pulled out from their former habitat on
account of some law infringement, anything from cattle rustling to murder!
The brothers mentioned, owned a book store in EI Paso
and planned to take turn-about at running their business and
developing their homestead, at the same time. They named
the latter "Pantherford," but just at that time, they were both
together up there. On Sundays, they took us on picnics, in the
wagon, long peaceful trips up the many beautiful green and
well-timbered side canyons, no rush or hurry as of today, and
no crowded resorts, we were "monarchs" of all we surveyed,
and when we made summit trips, we certainly surveyed
enough. Away to the south-west over the Rincon and lower
"flats" toward the desert, EI Paso and Old Mexico, and westward over the desert towards the Organ Mountains and the
San Andreas Mountains.
While still staying at Eagle (I boarded there till I moved
to my own homestead), I enjoyed my first roof-raising. A
settler had got all his logs hewn and hauled, and so proclaimed
a picnic. If I remember rightly, the usual procedure was for
him (the one "raising" the cabin) to go out and kill a deer and
have it prepared, and the neighboring wives, whose husbands
and sons would help with the work, would come with pies and
cakes galore (they were all past masters in the layer cake
business) and biscuits as we Americans know them, coffee,
etc., and what a noon meal they would put up, and what quantitie-s we'aall put away, and feel none the worsefor it, with a
long ride, Fox trot, and "lope" home to shake it down. The
Liver Brigade of Rotten Row had nothing on us mountain-
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eel'S, on our nimble cow ponies, bless them! and they were all
nearer to us individually than the sleek well-cared for beauties of the "Row," whose owners I'd used to envy in the past,
but, now, no more. No Sir! Well, the goodly picnic would mean
that the owner would get all his heavy logs raised and placed,
and maybe his rafters put up in one day, many willing hands
make light labor, and thereafter, even if he did not have any
more help, he could carryon by himself, even to the making
and laying of the roof shingles, and shingles made by hand out
of choice trees were shingles.
Well, to get on towards my own homestead, I finally heard
from a Mr. White about two miles lower down the creek
(Agua Chiquita), who wanted to sell out for three hundred
dollars. After writing land office to assure myself I could file
on it. I bought him out; one of the bookshop men engineered
much of it for me. The improvements were not much, White
had just squatted on an abandoned claim, but he had repaired
fences, and got some crops in, oats, wheat, potatoes, cabbage,
etc. In all, about twenty acres, I think. The old cabin was very
poor, but he had the walls up for a new one. As I wanted to
file on the land before turning over cash, it was necessary for
me to go to Alamogordo. By wagon, the usual mode of travel,
the trip took the best part of three days. "P. J.," one of the
brothers was due to return to EI Paso, and offered to take me
with him over horse "trail" which took only one day, and I
was glad to accept the offer.
He had a wee Mexican pony (only about 13.2 hands high) ,
a hardy wee speciman. So, early on July 3rd, we set out, with
just the one wee pony between us, and we "rode and tied,"
that is, one of us rode a mile or so, then tied the pony to some
tree and walked on, then the next, when he or she got up to the
pony mounted and rode on another imaginary mile, passing
rider no. one and again getting off to walk and leave pony tied
to wait next passenger and so on. The first half of the journey
was up and down through beautifully wooded canyons, firs,
aspens, pines, with cabins here and there, but getting fewer
as we neared the summit, and the more west we went, the
more scrubby, rocky and bare it got and the last half of the
journey there were no cabins at all, rio springs, just getting
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wilder and more dreary. P. J. was a greater walker, by choice,
and had made the trip several times entirely on foot, but he
was more or less a newcomer, and not a mountaineer, and we
lost the trail, hard for green-horns to pick out on the rocky
and barren Western slopes of the mountains. We came out on
a great precipice, and after wandering to and fro to find a way
down, we had to go back and work along another mountain
ridge where we finally found some sort of a goat track. P. J.
pulled the pony and I had to whack him behind to get him
down, it was an anxious time, and I was greatly relieved when
we struck the trail again.
We went down one mountain that is only passable just at
one place, I think, down a very steep and rocky gully, dry in
dry weather and a rushing torrent in wet weather, but so
steep that after a rain, it will soon be empty again of water,
but muddy and dangerously slippery. The last part of the trail
before reaching the desert is down two narrow canyons, rockwalled and dry during the dry season, but a raging torrent in
wet weather, just the bed of a dry river-all rocks and gravel
and hard traveling for man and beast. Of course, P. J. and I
both walked the last half of the journey, the poor wee Mexican
pony was not shod and on the rocks soon became quite tenderfooted and lame. When we got out of Alamo Canon, we had
about three miles to walk over the desert to Alamogordo, but
though it was dark by now, the electric lights of the town were
there as a beacon to head for.

Alamogordo
When P. J. and I and the wee pony, who I will now call
"Boy" (I bought him soon after this, naming him "Honey
Boy," and he became the horse of my life, as Ike Evans was
the dog) finally stumbled into Alamogordo, through unfenced
backyards, tin cans, and rubbish heaps in general, for we had
long since lost whatever trail there was, we were all dog tired,
at least Boy and I were, though I'm not sure about P. J. We
were faced with another problem: he, P. J., wanted to go
riiht
to EIPaso that night, and it was-already nearly train
time, and he had no money, and it was almost nine p.m., the
banks closed, even for over the "Fourth." I had a five dollar
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bill, so I gave that to him, and he boarded his train and was
off, and here were Boy and 1. I was in the land of my dreams
and (for the time being) "plumb broke," and in the night
with a horse and self to be housed and fed.
Well, Boy was my first concern, he had my new saddle on
him, so I asked my way to a "Feed Yard." I had already
learned the unwritten law that differentiated between a "Feed
Yard," and a "Livery Stable," in the latter one resigned one's
animals to the livery men to care for as they felt like, which
might be good, bad, or indifferent; in the former, one bought
so much "feed" at the "office" and was alloted a stall, usually
an apology for a shed, forming three sides of a lot, or corral,
and open at the corral end. One unsaddled one's horse, let him
roll in ankle deep corral dust, and generally cared for one's
horse oneself, piling purchase of hay, oats (in sack) and saddle at one end of the stall. Well, I found a feed yard, and told
the owner I was broke, but expected to be in funds again in a
few days, (I was expecting an already overdue draft from
England) and in the meantime, would he advance me feed,
etc., for pony, with animal and saddle as security for same till
I could pay up, and that is how Boy was provided for.
Next came myself, I went to the rooming house where I'd
put up the latter part of my stay when I first struck Alamogordo. Here, they were all full up, but when the landlady
found out who I was, she said I could share her bed, and her
husband could lie on a "pallet" on the porch floor. A "pallet"
consisted of what is called out here a "Comforter" on the order of a very heavily padded quilt. This was the night of July
3rd, and the wee town was full up for July 4th celebrations. I
forgot to say that before P. J. left for EI Paso, we broke into
the five dollar bill enough to get a hurried "snack," so I did
not go to bed hungry.
Next morning, I set out to find myoId friends, the Odoms,
at the restaurant, only to find they had sold out that business,
but I hunted them up, and they rustled me up a breakfast.
They were getting ready to go to the picnic grounds where
they had a concession to run the ice cream stall. They needed a
dish washer, so I bagged that job, and though it was a very
long, hot, hectic day, for once in my life, I had all the ice
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cream I wanted and many thrills, too; sampled my first barbecue, and was it good! (on a later occasion, I was initiated into
some of the preliminaries that go into the production of this
delectable treat, a real Western Barbecue). The cattle men
sent to the picnic grounds the night before whatever dressed
beefs, hogs, or sheep they think may be needed; as I remember, more or less long pits are dug, and across these are laid
green rails that won't burn easily, but first wood is burned in
these pits until a deep bed of hot ashes are formed, then the
rails are laid across, and on these are laid quartered pieces of
meat and slowly baked all night, the appointed "chefs" standing by till noon next day. In this case, the seasoned preparation for "basting" was contained in a lard bucket, and the
acting cook had a long stick with a bunch of villinous looking
rags tied to one end. This he dipped in his bucket and then
mopped over the meat at intervals. Long impromptu tables of
"wooden horses" and rough lumber (Alamogordo had a sawmill as well asa Round House, the latter is gone now I understand) were provided, and joints put on platters, I guess, but
no other dishes provided, but bread, pickles, and coffee, and
stacks of tin cups were piled up, so one cut off their own carving of meat with their own jack knives, used slices of bread
for plates and helped themselves to coffee out of huge iron
wash boilers or caldrons on rock bases with fires underneath;
sugar was also provided, but no milk.
I was anxious to meet the land office man, and, as he and
Mr. Odom were both on the days committee, I soon got an introduction to him, though we could do no business that day.
The Odoms insisted on my having my meals with them for
the duration of my stay in Alamogordo. One day during the
noon meal, one of Otero County's erstwhile outlaws rode by;
the thought of outlaws as I'd read of them had always fascinated me, and, as Mrs. adorn had come to realize how keen
I was on all Wild West topicscand gossip, she had told me of
some of the local stars along these lines, so on seeing the rider
-go- by, she-suddenly exclaimed, "Here cQm~s--:-:-Qliver now!"
I made a sudden dash for the door, caught a foot in a mat, and
came a violent cropper on the floor, picking myself up just in
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time to see the back of the rider as his horse gently foxtrotted
through the dust.
P. J. mailed me back my five dollars from EI Paso by return mail. Mr. Stalcup did his best to fix it, so I might get my
filing business done in Alamogordo (through the Las Cruces·
Land Office, but the latter was so slow in answering even
wires, that I could not wait). So, finally we decided it was best
for me to go to EI Paso, and as my cash had not yet come, good
Mr. Stalcup put up the needful, and off I went, passing P. J.
on the way. Mrs. adorn had put up a "lunch" for me, so on
arriving at EI Paso about 8 a.m., I went to my'old saddler
friend, and sat in his work shop and watched him at his trade
while I ate, and waited for a more seasonable hour to go see
Judge Hunter, who took me around to the land office and got
me straightened out. If I remember right, I had to take out
"Papers of Intention" for one thing, to show I aimed to become a bona fide citizen, which enabled me to file on the land.
Then the Judge went with me to the bank to find out about
delay over cash. The draft had fortunately just come in. It
had meandered round through some Los Angeles bank instead of coming direct to EI Paso froin New York, hence delay, but now I was fixed up.
Mr. Quincy had already arranged for me to meet him for
lunch, and here he gave me a written out itinerary of where
and how to go to various places of interest, of which, of
course, the outstanding point was Juarez, the border town
over in Old Mexico. In the envelope was also a supply of dollar
bills to finance the various expeditions and leave a balance at
that. Then I was to meet him for dinner in the evening, which
we spent together till train time when he saw me off for Alamogordo, where I arrived at 11 p.m., and I found P. J. waiting
for me, also, Mr. Williams, my landlord. Next morning, I had
to do some more business at the Alamogordo land office and
payoff my debt to kind Mr. Stalcup, so I was not free until
10 a.m.
I forgot to say that I went to the local church three times
while in Alamogordo. They had a special preacher while I was
there, and I enjoyed the services very much, save for a few
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distractions quite foreign to our straight laced behaviour
in the Old Country of those days. The usual "preacher,"
"Brother A." sat by an open door on the officiating Brother's
left, and kept tilting his chair to such an alarming angle every
now and then so that he might expectorate to the outdoors,
that I could not keep my undivided attention on the discourse,
lest I should miss the spectacle of Brother A. going over backwards. By the door at the other end of the Church, some small
children and a dog or two put in most of the service time gamboling about to their hearts desire, with no one taking any
notice.
Also, while there I had a sad experience. Alamogordo is
reckoned a fine climate for tuberculosis, and many so-called
"lungers" go there, but some too late to be helped. Well, one
poor woman passed on while I was there, and she had no
friends, beyond those she made contact with just before her
death. A Mrs. Reynolds went around to ask neighbors to go to
the funeral; Mrs. Odom could not go, so asked me to take her
place, which I did. The coffin was only of rough lumber and
carried on a wagon. Mrs. Reynolds had rounded up twelve
other ladies who rode in a bus, I with her, in her buggy, out to
a lonely wee graveyard on the desert.

Over the Mountains Again
Well, about 10 a.m., P. J., Boy and I started out on our return trip to the Agua Chiquita. We decided we could make the
summit while it was still daylight, and once safely over the
divide (to us, the highest ridge between the arid side of the
mountains and the lovely green, cool, wooded hill sides and
canons of the Eastern slopes), we knew we could count on a
nights lodging for man and beast at some homesteader's
cabin. Mrs. Odom had put us up a generous parcel of "eats"
and these we put in the "moral" (feed bag) with the pony's
oats, and tied it, one side of saddle, with my "bundle" on the
other side, and P. J.'s at the back. For the benefit of my homelartd-f6Ik,-I may say a Western saddle is equipped-at four or
more points, fore and aft, with long serviceable leather "tie
strings." Well, we set off, up the forbiding, bare, cruel looking mountains, leading Boy.
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It is hard for "green horns" to keep to the trail in a rocky
country, so again it panned out so far as we were concerned,
and again we lost some hours before we hit it once more, and
when at last we got to one of the few springs on that side, we
prepared for lunch. P. J. took Boy's saddle off and hitched him
to a bush while I located the most inviting looking rocks to sit
on. As he was coming away from Boy I said, "You've forgotten to give him his oats, and bring our lunch along." He
turned back to get it, then stood still. I looked to see why, and
10, that side of the saddle was empty. Boy's feed and our feed
was gone. I was so tired from the endless climb and worry
over having been lost from the trail for so long, that I guess
I must have had a touch of hysteria, for I just sat down and
laughed and laughed. 19uess the bag insecurely tied by one of
us "green horns," had been pulled off among the dwarf oak
and scrub which developed as we got into the higher altitudes.
Well, we had a wee rest and a good drink, tightened our belts
and chinches (Boy's saddle girths) and resumed our climb,
but again to our inexperienced eyes the rocky trail faded out,
and once more we lost valuable time (lest darkness overtake'
us in this dangerous, rocky and desolate region) before we
hit the one and only gully that led up to the summit of this
otherwise inaccessable mountain top. At last we were over,
and once again on a well defined dirt trail, and by dusk we hit
the first log cabin. The folks, as always in those parts, made us
hospitably welcome, lit their stove (their own meal was over)
and cooked us coffee and fried eggs, and flap jacks, my first
personal introduction to the latter, and were they good to such
hungry and worn travelers! Poor, wee Boy did not fare so
well, they had no horse feed at all, only a small bare pasture
lot. I slept with a sister of the lady of the house in a wee room
formed by just boarding in one end of the veranda or porch
in a most airy fashion. A cat came and sharpened his claws on
a board just by my head, and my already high strung mind
magnified the sound till I began to wonder if it might be a
panther, the usual name there for the local mountain lions,
but at last came sleep.
Next morning, we left about 8 a.m., not taking any lunch
as we expected to reach home by about noon, but again we
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went "hay wire," followed a wrong trail; we were trying to
go as the crow flies, not keeping to canyon wagon roads, but
cutting across country, huge heavily timbered mountains at
that, but. finally we hit a canyon with a well-defined wagon
road and stuck to it this time, and thought our troubles were
now surely over-not so, however. Although we had both
walked all the previous day, and also this morning up to now,
when we hit the wagon road, P. J. persuaded me to mount
Boy, and not ten minutes after, without any warning, the poor
wee unshod, unfed, wee beggar subsided in the middle of the
track. He was foot sore and hungry and just petered out.
However, we finally got him. up, ::tbout 3 p.m. and about 5 p.m.
we reached P. J.'s homestead where there was feed and water,
and left Boy there, and got ourselves on up the creek to Eagle
about 6 p.m., tired and hungry, for we'd not eaten since
breakfast.

Glen-Eben
Well, at last I moved down to my own homestead, which
with my usual weakness for naming things, I promptly christened Glen-Eben, for to me, the Canyon was still a "glen" and
my brother, well, he was my brother, and I wanted to keep at
least his name close to me. I had about 25 acres, I think, in
cultivation, and fairly well fenced; a tumble down ancient log
cabin, and ditto barn; close to a fine spring. The fields sloped
up from the creek towards the well wooded mountains behind,
and beyond the creek wound the Agua Chiquita wagon road;
it began at Weed, about 11 miles below Glen-Eben, and meandered up the canyon till it petered out towards the summit.
Our own particular summit was a beautiful open space, as I
remember it, with a wonderful view over lesser well wooded
mountains and canyons, to which one could descend over an
apology for a wagon road down the Scott Able Canyon and
eventually out onto what we called in those days, Prather's
Flats, and on to the wagon road from Weed to El Paso.
- The_old cabin was-one fairly-long-room, with the door
facing towards the creek, the door was made of boards, and
as no one told me the correct way to fasten it, and I was too
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"dense" to "catch on," I had a bar made of a heavy 2 by 4 to
drop into two cleats on either side. I'm ashamed to confess
that I had left my beloved mountain: before I learned that the
buckskin thong attached on the inside to a wooden latch and
passed through a wee hole to hang on the outside of the door
was the "key" to the situation; when hanging outside, all one
had to do was pull it, it raised the latch and one was free to
enter, and all one had to do to "lock it," when on the inside
was to pull the thong back through the hole to the inside, and
presto, there was nothing outside to raise the inside latchwhat could be simpler? For windows, I had two smallish
square openings' on each side of the door, with wooden push
shutters to slide along on runways; to close when open, push
them back. There was no glass or screen, flies and all kinds of
creatures, generally classed up there as "bugs," were free to
come and go all day. At night, I closed shutters, but what
odds, so far as bugs were concerned, for many evidently flew
in to stay. For furniture, I had a big barrel with some boards
over it for a table, and some wee kegs and sections cut out of
tree trunks for seats; then I had my wire cot and canvas ditto,
not to mention my fry pan and few enamel dishes, as I only
had a very limited number of these, it gave me a never ending
feeling of satisfaction to pick them up intact, when careless
enough to drop one. I soon acquired a dog, "Sandy" I named
him, he was big, though still a gangling long-legged pup. He
was ,a mongrel shepherd, but a beauty at that. He always lay
under my cot at night and if prompted to move, used to heave
me up like a young elephant rising. The place was overrun
with rats, but when I tried to sic Sandy on to them, he'd just
retire that much farther under the cot. I was always out and
about and so busy during the daytime that the rats never
troubled me until I was in bed. Then I decided to keep the
wagon lantern lit, and a club by my side, so I could have a
whack at them if they became too troublesome, but I found
this more of a drawback than a help, the light attracted all the
"bugs" that had been shut in when door and shutters were
closed, and many of them would get up into the ,globe of the
lantern from underneath, and the sound of them, some huge
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moths, sizzling as they burned to death was worse to me than
the lively rats, so I gave up. and "douced my glim," and so
good night.
I remember being awakened very early one morning; I
heard the sound of something crashing its way through the
brush on the opposite mountain; I got up and opened one of
my patent windows. Across the creek the land sloped sharply
up, at first just grassy, then timber, then still higher scrub
oak and brush; below in the open a few range cows, were
peacefully grazing, but high up, I could hear the progress of
some down-coming, but unseen animal. I was too green, not
to say frightened, to realize that a bear, wolf, or panther
would not make such a racket, so I just watched and waited
with bated breath, and my 30.30 Winchester (which I hardly
knew how to handle yet) ready, for I thought if I ever let a
bear get right up to my door, he could lay it flat with a pat of
his paw, it was so rickety (it was after this scare, I think, that
I got the husky bar put up) . Well, it was only a few calves that
had been bedded down by their mothers for the night on the
mountain top, coming down in a hurry for their breakfasts
and what a feast, as they joined their parents and began butting and bunting and wiggling their tails as I watched them
through my field glasses.
To add to my kitchen equipment, a kindly neighbor gave
me a molasses bucket to boil potatoes in, for the uninitiated I
would say a molasses or syrup bucket has a tight fitting lid,
and no fooling when pressed down. Well, at the time I am
writing of, I had acquired a second-hand cook stove from some
"out-going" squatter; heretofore, my cooking such as it was,
was done at the open fireplace with fry pan and coffee pot.
Now I had a wood stove, plus a molasses bucket, so this day, I
had it on to boil, lid firmly pressed down to hurry it up, and
as I was standing squarely over it, it blew off its lid, and I got
my face badly scalded.
I must have developed some degree of tan by this time,
(though Inever-reallycould tan to-my ownsatisfaction-),-forby the time I was well enough to ride out and about again, I
set out for Weed to get my mail; this was always a weekly
thrill to me, a ride of 11 miles there, a flour sack more or less
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full of mail, paper, magazines, on one side of my saddle, and
some small supplies in one on the other side, and if more than
these would hold, a long canvas sack, with both ends closed
and a lenthwise slit in the middle was put into use. The purchases were put into each end of this container and slung
across the horse at the back of saddle to which it was securely
tied, so as not to flop when lopping along. On this particular
trip, I met a young woman who used to come up there for the
summer from EI Paso, she was very dark-complexioned,
which was a great trial to her, and on this day she was evidently struck anew with the extra whiteness of my complexion (as I'd just grown a new coat of skin over my lately
peeled face) and said, "Oh! Miss Mac, how lovely and white
you are." When I realized what she meant, I told her of my
scald, and the new skin, and the poor dear said, "Oh, do you
think I would come white if I scalded myself?" She yearned
to be lily white, and I for a deep tan, and so it goes.
Among the "crops" I'd bought from Mr. White, the outgoing "squatter," was a large patch of fine potatoes, but
though I had good fences for those parts, a bunch of hogs got
in, and just about ruined it. By this time, I had bought Boy
from his former owner, and though there was no horse feed to
be bought locally, I'd managed to build my dear wee Honey
Boy up, partly by rest, partly with package table oats, "rolled
oats," etc., from the general store at Weed and a judicious
portion ofmy green growing oats. When I first discovered the
marauders in my valued potato field, I went gaily hooping and
whooping on foot, expecting them to run for their lives, but
not they, and when I annoyed them too much the old boar
made for me, and I, for the snake fence. I wonder if I can explain what a snake fence is; in this case, it was made with
aspen rails or poles, laid in a continuous shallow zig-zag
shape, at the corners of each V, each rail overlaps another,
stakes being driven in the ground, if I remember rightly, to
keep firm the lower layers at each V-like corner; then two
long poles are planted at every V and crossed so the top rail
has a V-like crotch to rest on. In this way, no nails or wire are
needed, and nature and toil produce the needed rails. For
"gateways" we had bars, an opening in the fence was closed
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with movable bars, laid across and rested in slots. Well, when
Mr. Boar sent me flying over the snake fence, I went and let
down the bars at both ends of the field and then got Boy saddled up and got my Old Country hunting crop, thinking it
longer than my quirt and never doubting it had adequate
strength. I also never doubted that if I charged the hogs at a
full gallop on Boy that I'd easily round them up and drive
them through the lower gateway, but not so, they stood their
ground, and I had to wheel Boy for another charge, this time
the old boar met us, also in full charge, he did not swerve, no
sir, but Boy and I did, and in passing, I brought my crop,
handle end, full force on the warrior's snout. I don't know if
I even made a dent in it, but the blow broke off the horn handle
of the crop and split the malacca apart, and Boy and I rode on,
Mr. Boar in full cry after us till we passed through the upper
gate in full and final rout. As far as law went, I had the right
to shoot the intruders, but to me that was out of the question,
so I had to let the wretches hold possession for a day or two.
A cowboy happened down the creek and I hailed him; he knew
whose hogs they were, they belonged to one of the big cattlemen down on the flats or foothills. In the summer, these
ranchers threw their cattle up into the mountains, in those
days it was all free range, and took them down to the foothills
and prairies in the winter. However, it was not usual for their
hogs to range so far from home.
Well, my cowboy friend soon routed my enemy, but even
so, I could not rejoice. He roped the boar, and dragged the
poor helpless beggar out of the field, over the creek and up the
road a bit, till I feared his hide would be scraped off. Boy and
I following behind with the more docile ladies of the bunch,
and when the puncher released the boar, he and his families
hit out up the creek and for home, and never came back. My
puncher friend told me how to find the owner, which I finally
did and he agreed to haul my winter wood and give me a pack
horse for the damage done.

Glen-Eben
My next advance was to have a new cabin built, arid this
was engineered by Mr. Bunting who ran one of the general
stores at Weed. Some men that owed him quite a bit of money
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were roped in to do the work, they in this way paid off their
indebtedness to Mr. Bunting, and I paid him, on the instalment plan. He paid me one of the most valued compliments
I've ever had. I asked him how he felt he could trust me without any references, and he said my face was as good as my
bond. Some of my female neighbors did not feel that way; at
first, they were more than dubious about me, but when they
heard that I made it a ruling that all the men working for me
had to leave my cabin for their own camp or wagons at 8 p.m.,
and after the buildings were all done (I had a new barn put
up and a fine root house; the latter was dug several feet deep
in the ground, then walled up several feet, but not high, with
double walls of logs, and I think a two foot space between,
filled with dirt and then a floor on top of that, and a large
spreading good shingle roof, the upper part making a good
store room for non-perishables), and the men went home and
reassured their "women folk" that I was O.K., their friendship came freely and generously, and I was well supplied with
layer cakes, home canned fruits, etc. In the winter, the men
kept me more or less supplied with venison, a haunch hung in
a flour sack on a tree limb would keep frozen till all "sawed
up" and eaten. Then I had a wild turkey now and then in season, so as time went on, I kept well fed, though at first, it was
rather lean pickings. Cooking has never been one of my long
suits. At first at Glen-Eben, I tried to concoct something on
the order of Scotch scones, with due apologies to same, but as
I lacked some of the essential ingredients as well as skill, the
product was indescribable.
In a way, it was surprising how many callers materialized
considering we were all in the back of beyond, but my fame or
whatever it was, soon spread far and wide, and every now and
then riders from I knew not where would drop in. The first
from the far places (that is, not adjacent homesteads, there
were no big ranches in the mountains) that I remember, was
Mr. Jim Lewis, a cattleman from the Flats. Restruck GlenEben as I was in the throes of fixing my noon meal, trying to
cook my would-be scone mixture in the frying pan. My ignorance was too much for him, so he initiated me into the mystery of making the so-called "starter" for sour dough biscuits,
and for the life of me, I can no longer recall how he did it. I'm
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told he could not start the "starter" without yeast, yet I am
convinced there was no yeast in my limited supplies; my
imagination and memory runs to vinegar, flour, and water.
Anyhow, he started "it" for me in a glass jar I happened to
be blessed with, and told me how to use it when it had fermented, and how to keep it renewed, and so I learned another
lesson, but since forgotten. While I had still only an open fireplace, I invested in a skillet to bake my sour doughs in. Again,
for Old Country home folk, I'll say a skillet is a deep cast-iron
pot, which might be likened to a very deep fry pan, plus three
wee legs, and a deep sunken lid. To bake the biscuits, the skillet is set on a bed of red hot wood coals, and the lid is filled
with same, and the biscuits are left in the skillet to bake.
P.S. Since writing the above, I've made contact with an
old friend, P. J. and wife, the daughter of one of the first settlers on the Agua Chiquita Canyon, away back in the days of
Billy the Kid. Mrs. Andrews gave me the original sour dough
recipe as follows: To luke warm water, add flour enough to
make a batter a little stiffer than pancake batter, put in jar
and tie a cloth over it, and set in a warm place to "rise" or
ferment. This starter can be kept for a considerable time, a
portion of it to be used as leavening for each baking, and to
keep up original supply, one returns a piece of fresh dough or
adds a little fresh flour and water to starter in a glass jar. If
starter gets too sour, some soda may be added to biscuit
dough.
My First Resident Guest

Soon after my new cabin was up. It was eighteen feet by
twenty-four feet, main room, with a lean-to for kitchen and
spare bedroom on one side (later I added another lean-to on
another side). I had a visit from a Shropshire friend, Marie
W. I planned to meet her at Cloudcroft and arranged with a
freighter to bring her to Glen-Eben. I went over to Cloudcroft
by ttail, horseback. I have a good bump of locality, and soon
learned my way about, even as the crow might fly over mountains-and-canyons; in -fine -weather, these were.mostly_dirt
trails and easy to follow. The only trouble was when several
trails met at one point, one might choose the wrong offshoot,
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or if a heavy snow had fallen, the tenderfoot might get lost as
on the rocky trails. Well, Marie and I met O.K., and she had
her first sample of travel by wagon.
I was not prepared for the terrific cold of the winter up
there, and it was late in the season when Marie arrived and
for a time we nearly froze. The cabin floor was raised about
two feet off the ground and as it was laid with green lumber,
the latter soon shrank and the draft up between the cracks
just about got us every morning till we banked the cabin all
round outside with rocks higher than the inside floor, and
then covered the rocks with dirt; this made a tremendous difference. I had a fireplace to take three foot logs, and later
added a heater (to take stove wood) to the other end of the
room. Also, I had the inside of the cabin lined with lumber and
covered this with newspapers and later with pictures cut from
the piles of magazines received from home, but the "piece de
resistance" was a huge bill poster of Buffalo Bill and his
charger, that a cowboy brought me on his saddle all the way
from El Paso (I think I have it even yet), where he gave a
bill poster a quarter for it (about one shilling). One could
never get seasoned lumber up there, and, as the boards that
lined the cabin shrank, the papers cracked and one night at
supper Marie said, "Oh, look Mac, there is a mouse up there."
I went to investigate and through one of the cracks about on a
level with my head, I found the "mouse" to be a snake's tail.
Every good homesteader (in my day) had a horse shoeing
outfit, so I got out the shoeing pinchers and laid hold of the
invader's tail, expecting to pull him out and kill him, but instead of this, the snake darted his head at me out of the crack
higher up, so I dropped the pinchers and fled, and when his
tail was released, he withdrew himself completely from our
ken. We were afraid to go to sleep that night lest he should
come out again. We had at this time two wire cots, and both
slept and ate in the main room; so one of us kept guard by
turns all night, but we never saw a snake in the house again.
We were told that there were no venomous reptiles up there,
and that we were lucky to have a snake around to keep the
mice down!
On my trip to Cloudcroft to meet Marie, the first part was
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over a horse trail, the last part up one of the main wagon
roads and here I fell in with a very kindly couple who, on
learning my errand, invited me to camp with them for the
night. They had a friend who owned several summer cottages
at Cloudcroft that he rented in the season to visitors, but in
the fall and winter, they were usually vacant. Well, they
camped in one of these and also put up the meals, would not
hear of my going to the hotel. They were only there one night,
but the owner kindly told me to stay as long as I liked, so I had
a nice place to take Marie when she got off the train. The place
was furnished and I'd got in eats, and we had a grand reunion. Here, a Dr. L. called on us, it appeared I'd met a brother
of his during my first stay at Alamogordo. The Dr. we did not
like, but he asked us to call on his wife; we like her ever so,
she was English, much younger than her husband and far
from well. We stayed in the "loaned" house two nights. Mrs.
L. let us have a Rhode Island rooster and five hens on credit
to start our proposed poultry flock and how we yearned to see
an egg arrive! Cloudcroft with its medly of ornate log houses,
lodges, down to shanties and shacks was always full up with
visitors in mid-summer and almost empty by the end of September; as it is 9000 feet elevation, it gets lots of winter
snow, and beats any Christmas card for looks.
I asked King, the freighter, for our trip home, if he would
put his grub box at our disposal and he did, gladly. A grub box
fixed on the end of wagon has a door that opens down and
forms a table. Beside the "chuck" (food), it contains pots and
pans, mugs and platters (mostly can lids!). So King laid in
provisions ~nd cooked for us, too; and right well did we enjoy
the savory i"mes~es" he concocted, including his sour dough
biscuits ma'de in the skillet. King was rather a tough looker
to us "forei~ners" and as I'd had a row with him earlier in
my history oYer a dog, I was not very sure of him. I'd had a
second dog ptomised to me, an even more "double-distilled"
mongrel than Sandy, but as a wee pup, he looked as though he
might-have-sonie hound in him, and :King saw him before he
was delivered to\me, and wanted him, but the owners woulanot give him up. 'After I got him, King came to me and tried
to talk me out of him, but I, too, had a weakness for a hound/
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like dog, but King said such was not suitable for a lady and
that he'd get me instead a spaniel pup, but I would not weaken
and we nearly came to hard words and ill feelings for a time,
but, as I got to know him better on this trip, and I had the
coveted dog, I could afford to bury my grievance. I'd named
the dog Black Peter, and he turned out more like a dachshund
than a blood hound, after all !
I think King first won our interest by his kindness to his
animals, and later he became a continual source of joy to
Marie and me. We had a very leisurely trip home, first, the
brake broke, and that hindered us ever so, and it was dark
before we made our first camping ground at an old abandoned
cabin. Marie and I slept or rather lay on the floor on "pallets."
We diD not get much sleep on account of a host of rats; they'd
scamper right over us every now and then. After an early
breakfast, we started off again, but in Bear Canyon, the
coupling tongue of the wagon broke. Roads, one must remember, were in places unbelievably rough, rocks and ruts, ruts
and rocks, but though it seemed to us an almost dire calamity,
King only drawled his ever recuring expression, "Oh, my, oh,
my!" Then, with a few strokes of his axe, he felled a young
pine tree and quickly found an old stump that seemed made
for a "jack" and hoisted the wagon body off the broken part
and then Marie and I hung on to the lever while he joined the
broken part and managed to hitch it together with bailing
wire and if anything went wrong, he'd just say, "Oh my,"
or "My! Oh, my!," according to the degree of vexation. When
we were nearly home, the first link on the near trace broke
and we were left stuck in a deep gutter, but he only said, "My!
Oh, my!"
We asked him to have supper with us that night. He sat on
a wee keg at the back of the cook stove rubbing his hands with
camphor ice and spinning yarns; yes, he was a great joy to us.
(To be continued)

Notes and Documents
THE CHARLES BENT PAPERS

(Continued)
Rio Arriba January 17th [1845]
Mr Alvaras
Sir Beauben and myself are still detained the justice has in a
maner done nothing as yet, except proving that Montano is a falsidore
[falseador-falsifier] he has had him in detention for three dayes
and I supose will put him in prison to day. but light is so scarse with
him I doubt wether he ever will be able to see through the mist that
envellops him, I send you a pettion for your amusement[?]
Paper is scarse with me or I would wright you more, I have had
letters of Interest from the fort, which I have turned over to the perfect
to be forwarded to the Govenor you will heare of thare contentes
Youres Resp
C Bent
Marginal notation in Spanish reads: received on the 18 of January, 1845.
Rio ariba 24th January [1845]
Mr Alvaras
Sir
I am in possesion of your two letters of the 18th and 21st. I am
much obliged to you for the the nuse you communicate, all except the
ellection of Polk. I am truly sorry you could not insert with propriaty
that of Clay, I am fearfull that this election will cause difficulty
betwean this and our country.
I had letters from S Vrain dated the 5th ins in which he says
that a war party of Chyeans report a large boddy of men on the
Arkansas near the crossing he says thare is no doubt of the truth
of this, from other sorses I have heard that the indians are leaving
the Arkansas for the Caumanchie country for the purpus of avoiding
theas people; a party of Kiawares on thare returne a fue days sinse
from the arkansas met three men on the Vermejo,61 who stated they
ware from Santafe. The Youtaws have bean killing some of the
inhabitence of Ojo Calierita.62 Beaubean and myself leave in the
morning for Taos as we can doe nothing untill the Criminal Trial of
Montano is concluded, which will last some time, he has bean proved
gilty of the charges, he [is] in formal prision.
61. The Vermejo creek flows southeast into the Canadian river just south of
present-day Maxwell, New Mexico.
62. A small eighteenth-century settlement a few miles west of the Rio Grande
about opposite Cieneguilla. See note 71. The Utes caused considerable trouble to the
inhabitants-of-Rlo-Arriba. in the "winter or early spring of 1844," according to Bloom
in Old Santa Fe, p. 225. Governor Martinez campaigned against therii:-TiiVitchell,-Old Santa Fe, p. 282.
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I think that our goodes must bring a good price thare are but fue
of them in the country, and the hopes of a spring company are blasted,
it is beyond a doubt in my mind that thare are people of the single
Star 63 on the lookout for game on the plains, be of good spirits we
must have our prices for our goodes. Beaubeen says he dare not wright
as he expects to be in Santafe in a fue days.
Youres Respectfully
Chas Bent
Mr. M. Alvaraz
Taos, February 23rd 1845
Sir
I received letters from the fort last eavening, in which St. Vrain
states that a war party of Indians report a party of whites encamped
on a creak betwean the Arkansas and Simerone that emtys into the
former below the crossing. 64
He also wrightes to me respecting some twenty six animels stolen
from the Chyeans by some Mexicans, this letter I have given to the
justice who I presume will forward it to the Govenor, I wish you
would doe me the favor to se the Govenor on the subject of theas stolen
animels, and make him understand that if thare is not a stop put to
this eavle theas Indians will revenge themselves on all Mexicans they
meete with, the Caravans will be the greatest sufferers, I am fearfull
some of the Mexicans that we have in our service will be killed, you
are also aware that if the indians -comit any depredations, on the
Mexicans they will say that we are the cause of this outrage. I left
with you the laws of the U. States respecting intercorse with our
Indians which may be of assistence to you in explaning to the Govenor
the respo[n]sibility of theas· people trafficing with our Indians. Your
attention to the above will confer a greate favor on me, the Govenor
will show you St. Vrains letter I presume if you will ask him for it,
this is more ixplicit than I wright you.
We have no nuse heare. Pleas wright me by the first opportunity.
Jose Manuel Vigil 65 has not delivered our letters, he says he lost them
in Sant juan,66 this I believe to be a ly, he no doubt delivered them
to Montano, and he has run off god knowes whare, but J. M. Vigil
says he has gon to joine the Texians.
Youres Respectfully
Chas. Bent
P. S. My respects to all friends, pleas tell the Govenor the horse
I expected to get for him of St Vrain is dead.
CB
63. The single Star: referring to Texas, the Lone Star state.
64. Probably Mulberry Creek according to Riddle's map. op. cit.• note 45.
65. Jose Manuel Vigil: I have no information on this person.
66. Presumably the Pueblo of San Juan. about twenty-five miles north from Santa
Fe on the road to Taos.
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I doubt wether the Gr [Governor?] will get any money from this
place, they apear not to be disposed to pay.
[B. M. Read's endorsement] Article referred in Bent's letter No. 66
On the - of February the nuse reached Santafe by express that
Parrades 67 party was victorious, or had taken possesion of the capital
of Mexico on the - of the same month all the authorities took the
oath to suport him and his government. About nine months previous
theas same authorities took an oath to suport Herraro, on the 17th
of February Armijo ishued his protest against Parrades plan, but
as soone as he heard that he was in power he and the other authorities
ware redy' to sucumb to that power thare is no stabillity in theas
people, they have no oppinion of thare one, they are intirely governed
by the powers that be, they are without exception the most servile
people that can be imagined. They are compleately at the will of those
in power let theas be as Ignorant as may be they dair not express
an oppinion contrary to that of thare rulers, they are not fit to be
free, they should be ruled by others than themselves, Mexico has tryed
long enough to prove to the world that she is not able to govern herself,
whare thaI' is no morality, honesty, or Patriotesim of caracter that
people ar not fit for self-government. On the contrary every speses of
vise in this country is a recomendation to public office; and such officers
as they are corrupt, destitute of all principal,' lasy indolent Ignorant
and base to the last degreee, thare is no confidenced to be placed in
them, with gold, anything let it be unjust and unreasonable-can be
accomplished, through theas vile reches. An oath amongst them, its impute is verry liUe knone vanity, is thare predominant trate of caracter,
they think themselves superior to all the world besides in point, of
religion, honesty, valloI', and tallence, thare religion consistes intirely
in [?] show, they have no idea a sinsear devotion they are taught to
believe that thare priests are the only meadiator betwean the supriem
being and themselves, and eaven in this, you can acheave greate
benifits (nominly) by a lavesh presant of gold, thare valloI' consists
of Boasting, and show whare thare is no dainger, thare tallence is
superfitial, and consistes, of what is called in this country dilihentia,
that is to cheate steal lye and defraud all that are suseptible of
being envagled by them in any way.
Officers, and justices perticularly eaqually ignorant, insolent &
aviritious are easely bribed justice is badly adminestered, and is rendered with extream delay, caused as much by the rangling and subterfuge of advocates as the insuffitiency of the lawes and the inumerable
ignorant pleaders who from thare indolence and incapasity, and the
extortion of the justices are always calculated to create delay Fees
are a g-reviclIis item-tliey-are -always exacted according to the_ caprice
of the justice. The Mexican caracter is made up of stupidity, Obstanacy,
Ignorance duplicity and vanity.
67. General Mariano Paredes overthrew the Mexican government of General Jose
Joaquin de Herrera in the winter of 1845-1846.

Book Reviews
Origins of New Mexico Families in 'he Spanish Colonial Period. By Fray Angelico Chavez. Santa Fe: Historical Society of New Mexico, 1954. Pp. xvii, 339.
Father Chavez, who has so often delighted us with his
exquisite religious poems of war and peace and his sensitive
and tenderly humorous sketches of New Mexico villagers, has
now given us a scholarly study of New Mexico's oldest
families.
The complete title fully defines the scope of the work.
Origins of New Mexico FamUies does not propose to present
people who are prominent now, but only those whose ancestors settled in New Mexico during the Spanish period, which
began in 1598 when Don Juan de Onate made the first enduring settlements. Many of these people fled at the time of the
Indian Revolt in 1680, but some of them returned with Don
Diego de Vargas in 1693. With the addition of a few sporadic
arrivals during the eighteenth century these people formed
the closeknit frontier society which occupied only one townSanta Fe-and several lesser settlements from Taos to Socorro. Otherwise they lived in scattered ranches, holding
their own as well as they could against the marauding Plains
Indians. This homogeneous society ended in the nineteenth
century when New Mexico was overrun by commercial, military, and ideological occupations from the United States.
Father Chavez, a trained historian, adheres closely to
written records. These show, for instance, that few titled
gentlemen came into New Mexico, though all were permitted
to use the title of hidalgo. They were, Father Chavez writes,
"now orrlinary military and pastoral people, good folks in the
main, who are neither peons nor convicts." His introduction,
interesting for any reader, thus explodes a few myths and is
replete with hints of family histories and of what life was
really like in Spain's New Mexico.
The author calls this book a sort of by-product of his
studies of the Franciscan Missions of New Mexico and for his
book La Conquistadora, published in 1954. He found so much
255
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information about New Mexico families that this book became practically inevitable. Naturally he had most data on
his own family, but he was not prepared to discover quite
such an involved pattern of in~errelatedness. All these people,
he found, are practically one family. He writes: "An adult
living today would have to find over 500 contemporary
grandparents in Vargas' time."
The bulk of the book consists of genealogical studies of
the original families from Abedafio to Zamora with charts of
several families, including his own, and several pages reproduced from original sources. The volume is attractively illustrated by Jose Cisneros and beautifully made by the designer
and printer, Louis Schifani of Santa Fe. Altogether this is
an informative and revealing book for the general reader
and a source of incalculable value for students.
ERNA FERGUSSON

Albuquerque
The Battle Cry of Freedom: The New England Emigrant Aid
Company in the Kansas Crusade. By Samuel A. Johnson.
Lawrence: University of Kansas Press, 1954. Pp. vii,
357. Illustrations, maps, bibliography, and index. $5.00.
Ever since the passage of the Kansas-Nebraska Act more
than a century ago, historians and others have been busy examining and writing about phases of Kansas history. An almost constant stream of publications relating to political,
economic, and social aspects of Kansas has been rolling off
the presses. Professor Johnson in The Battle Cry of Freedom
re-examines the significant role played by the New England
Emigrant Aid Company in the crusade for freedom. In fifteen well-organized chapters he graphically and meticulously
shows how the crusade was conceived and promoted; the
trials, tribulations, and accomplishments of the Society;
above all, its historical significance-the chain reaction of
e:v:ents that led to the Civil War.
The dr~~~ti~-narrative~begins- when- Eli Thayer and
kindred spirits-Yankee idealists and shrewd business men
-hurl a challenge at the South by launching the New Eng-
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land Emigrant Aid Company. "Armed only with propaganda,
a small capital investment and a scheme for aiding and encouraging immigration . . . and with Freedom for its battle
cry the company sets forth on its crusade to rescue Kansas
from the 'minions of the slave power.' "
The newly-chartered organization moves swiftly. It sends
agents into the territory to "spy out the land" ; a barrage of
propaganda in the form of lectures, pamphlets, correspondence, and songs spreads rapidly over New England, the
South, and West. In Kansas the agents of freedom are busy
"Driving Down the Stakes"-founding settlements, establishing churches, schools, libraries, mills, and newspapers.
When freedom in the territory is assured its champions attempt to aid emigrants from Europe, assist migration to
Oregon, and extend operations into a number of Southern
states.
Throughout the narrative Dr. Johnson emphasizes the
moral purpose of the venture, although he does not overlook
the profit motive, which he contends was only minor in comparison with the moral aim. The treatment of Company difficulties is excellent. The problem of finance, dangers from
"border ruffians," troubles with forwarding agents, and
complaints of emigrants, were constantly plaguing the
promoters. Despite these and other discouragements, the
Company achieved its objective-freedom for Kansas. In
launching its campaign for freedom, it influenced the formation of the Republican party and hastened the coming of the
Civil War.
This book is a substantial, scholarly work. The documentation is excellent and the bibliography is extensive; manuscripts and published works cover a wide range. The
multiplicity of forces and the numerous currents and cross
currents in the Kansas struggle, the author handles with a
sure hand. Moreover, the treatment is obje~tive and very
fair. Dr. Johnson is neither "whitewasher" nor "debunker."
He does not eulogize nor castigate indiscriminately. He administers praise and censure where praise and censure are
deserving. Scholars will welcome this book. The attractive
chapter headings and the direct, lively style make this a dra-
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matic, human interest story which should please the general
reader as well as the scholar. Two maps, a number of illustrations, and an excellent index enhance the value of the
volume. The Battle Cry of Freedom is a contribution to the
history of slavery and the West.
A. B. BENDER
Harris Teachers College

Early Colonial Tmde and Navigation between Mexico and
Peru. By Woodrow Borah. Berkeley and Los Angeles:
University of California Press, 1954. "2p. 170. (IberoAmericana: 38). $2.50.
Four hundred years ago commerce began along the Pacific Coast of the Americas between the Spanish colonies of
New Spain and Peru. Haltingly at first, then slowly picking
up momentum, the trade became a substantial movement in
the century that followed. Suddenly by royal decree all shipment was halted in 1631.
Mr. Borah's study of this development, which is published
as No. 38 of the Ibero-Americana series, opens and closes on
two famous episodes of Spanish colonial history: the West
Coast explorations of Cortes, and the Manila Galleon. It was
Cortes, partly to satisfy his urge for further lands to conquer, and incidentally to find an outlet for the produce of his
extensive estates, who first began ship building on the Pacific
Coast of present Mexico. His discoveries came to little and
the detailed records of his heirs reveal that trading with
Peru, carried on after his lifetime, resulted in small profit.
His is the credit, however, for pioneering an enterprise which
eventually yielded riches and returns to many who sailed and
traded in the Mexican-Peruvian traffic. When the Manila
Galleons arrived at Acapulco after 1573, their goods, under
the mercantile system, were to be sent directly to Spain, but
leakage into southern traffic was so persistent that the Hapsburgs were forced to stop coastwise trade entirely to prevent
sinuggling.~-~·

~

Under seven headings the author discusses his subject:
the early beginning of ship building and navigation; the es-
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tablishment of communication and trade; ports, roads and
routes; trading ventures of the Cortes estate; trade and maturity from 1550 to 1585; regulations and taxation; and the
end of intercolonial commerce following opening of Philippine trade. The whole is a painstaking result of investigation
into Spanish and Mexican materials. Surprisingly readable
and written with a free and informal style, the publication
reflects the scholarly results of a careful and conscientious
adherence to source materials and verifiable information.
Throughout the story there appear small items reflecting
the color and romance of the period and successfully glamorizing what would initially appear an uninteresting subject.
Preserved quince and peaches shipped bj Cortes to Peru were
so damaged in transit that they had to be recooked with
sugar before being offered for sale. Even then the spoilage
was not sufficiently disguised, so the lot was converted into
packages of fruit confit which sold for a price determined
after individual bargaining with each customer. New Spain
had early become a center for "refugees from matrimony"
who. overstayed permits of separation originally signed by
their wives, and special efforts were made to prevent their
coastwise migration to Peru, where unhappy husbands could
even more successfully evade return to their domestic state.
In 1590, despite restrictions against transhipment of Philippine trade goods, Indian caciques and commoners in Peru
dressed in Chinese silks, much to the concern of Spanish merchants whose cloth sold for nine times the price of Eastern
merchandise in South American markets.
From the early ship building at Tehuantepec and Hualco
with hand hewn timbers and irons carried by Indians from
the Atlantic Coast, to a flourishing trade at the turn of the
seventeenth century, the author has traced a little known episode of colonial navigation and commerce. This paper bound
publication will not achieve the distribution of populareditions or texts, but it contains the materials of which historical novels are formed and from which Hollywood scenarios
are written.
JOE W. NEAL
The University of Texas
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Don Juan de Onate: Colonizer of New Mexico, 1595-1628.
Edited by George P. Hammond and Agapito Rey. 2 parts.
[Coronado Cuarto Centennial Publications, Vols. V, VI]
Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1953. Pt.
I: xvi, 584 pp. Pt. II: xv, pp. 585-1187. $20.00.
The publication of this monumental work establishes a
landmark in New Mexican historiography.. It makes available at long last almost all the essential sources for the initial
Spanish occupation and, as the editors assert, gives the state
of New Mexico "a record of its early years that is far richer
and more complete than the story of any other state in the
American union."
For the editors this must have been a labor of love. Dr.
Hammond (director of the Bancroft Library, professor of
history at the University of California, and general editor of
the Coronado Historical Series and of the Quivira Society
Publications) has devoted more than thirty years to the study
of the Onate entrada. Dr. Rey (his collaborator on numerous
books and articles on Spanish exploration in the Southwest
and professor of Spanish at Indiana University) exhibits an
accuracy in his translations that is born of long experience
and great care. The present work of this team is the result of
almost fifteen years of combing the archives and assembling,
transcribing, and annotating the records selected. Most of
the raw material was discovered by Hammond in the Archives of the Indies at Seville.
In addition to the documents themselves, the set embodies
an illuminating foreword by Hammond; a table of contents
for each volume (the materials are arranged chronologically) ; a 38-page introduction, which admirably summarizes
the history of the period; photographs of Acoma as symbolic
frontispieces; a handsome folded map (17" x 22") charting
the pueblos, Spanish towns, mountains, rivers, and routes;
and a 26-page index, which is really useful. A bibliography is
purposefully omitted to allow more space for documents and.
is-excused-By tEe presence ofitoequate lists-orsources in ofher
works of the same series. There are 172 documents in all,
each translated into good English and supplemented with
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notes. The latter explain most points which might arise regarding either translation or fact. Finally, the volumes are
beautifully bound and printed on costly paper. The whole is
a tribute not only to the editors and publisher but also to the
public spirit of the Coronado Historical Fund.
There are, of course, some shortcomings. After all this
research there are still missing a few pieces of importance
which mayor may not exist. These would enlarge our knowledge of Onate's early life, fix the exact date of the founding of
Santa Fe, and provide exact distances for the march to Quivira. Furthermore, since the documentation is by no means
biographical, the title of the work is perhaps misleading.
Neither Onate himself nor New Mexico as we now know it is
the actual focus of attention. Approximately one third of the
material relates to the minutely-detailed inspections of the
colonizing expedition, which were held far south of the Rio
Grande. Several other lengthy documents record the adventures of explorations to the Pacific Coast and to the land of
Quivira on the Arkansas River. Such, however, was the range
of the Onate entrada.
In point of pure bulk, the major documents presented are
as follows: Onate's original contract of September 21, 1595
(15 pp.) ; the Ulloa inspection, June to February, 1597 (75
pp.) ; the Salazar inspection, September to February, 1599
(110 pp.) ; the diary of the march to New Mexico, 1596-1598
(20 pp.) ; the trial of the Acoma Indians, December, 1598, to
February, 1599 (52 pp.) ; the Gordejuela inspection of reinforcement, August, 1600 (66 pp.) ; the Valverde investigation, July, 1601 (47 pp.) ; the report on desertions from the
colony, September 7, 1601 (18 pp.) ; the report of the loyal
colonists, October 2, 1601 (39 pp.) ; the report on the march
to Quivira, June to November, 1601 (15 pp.) ; the Zaldivar
testimony, April, 1602 (54 pp.) ; the Valverde inquiry on the
Quivira expedition, April, 1602 (46 pp.) ; a memorial on the
discovery of New Mexico, 1595-1602 (29 pp.) ; the Escobar
diary of the California expedition, 1605 (20 pp) ; and the
instructions to Governor Peralta, March 30, 1609 (14 pp.).
The value of the individual documents, however, is not
necessarily indicated by their length. Among the shorter but
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equally important records are: the instructions to Onate of
October 21, 1595; his act taking posseLsion of New Mexico,
April 30, 1598; Hodge's list of pueblo names which appear in
the Onate documents, reprinted from this Review [Vol. X
(1935), pp. 36-47]; a record of the South Sea expedition,
October to December, 1598; a report of the discovery of the
buffalo, 1598; another on the discovery of the mines, 1598;
an Indian account of the flight of Humana and Leyba, February, 1599; Velasco's report of atrocities under Onate, March
22, 1601; the "Discussion and Proposals Concerning the
Various Discoveries of New Mexico"; and the writ of Onate's
conviction, May 16, 1614.
With the care of an archivist Hammond has identified
each record reproduced, specifying not only where it is found
but also whether it is the original or a copy. In most instances
he also notes which is now published for the first time and
where those previously published appear in print. Rey's
painstakingly accurate translations render obsolete practically all previous publications of Onate documents, whether
in English or Spanish, for even in the original language some
have been found to be badly garbled.
Perhaps the most important remark that can be made of
this work is that it sets a new and higher standard for the
editing and publishing of historical documents.
University of Oklahoma

MAX L. MOORHEAD

Alias Billy The Kid. By C. L. Sonnichsen and William V.
Morrison. Albuquerque: University of New Mexico
Press, 1955. Pp. 136. $4.00.
This is almost sure to be the most talked about Western
book of 1955. The debate on whether or not Pat Garrett
kHled Billy the Kid the night of July 14, 1881, has raged intermittently for nearly three-quarters of a century in the
rural areas of New Mexico. This book is due to light the word
.
- ------~firesan-ew.- ---The authors have done a masterful job of putting together
BrJJshy Bill Roberts' story. In 1950, Brushy Bill, then 90, con-
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fessed to co-author Morrison that he was Billy the Kid and
with Morrison's help petitioned Governor Mabry of New
Mexico for a pardon. The Governor refused to act. The case
was a newspaper headliner for a few days but the press
dropped Brushy Bill after his death, December 27, 1950.
The rumors of a living Billy have persisted through the
years and have been dilly noted in the press from time to
time. Yet Brushy Bill almost persuadeth this reviewer. But
only "almost"-the story he told Morrison follows rather
closely the most widely accepted version of the events in the
life of the Kid, with one notable exception.
The way Brushy Bill tells it, there was a gun fight at Pete
Maxwell's that fatal night in July, 1881. Brushy Bill claims
that he was wounded three times in that fight and that his
partner, Billy Barlow, was killed. Barlow's body was passed
off as being that of Billy the Kid.
The authors, in a footnote, admit that this is "the weakest
link in his narrative" and emphasize the lack of any reference
to Barlow in the records. The weak link, in the opinion of this
reviewer, is that there was no gun fight at Maxwell's!
Discount for the moment the testimony of Pat Garrett on
the events at Maxwell but recognize that there was another
eye witness, whose truthfulness has never been challenged,
John W. Poe. Garrett and Poe were on friendly terms back in
1881 but later they fell out over money matters and they became political enemies. Yet their accounts of the happenings
at Maxwell's are in agreement on all major points. Poe's account, written at the request of Charles Goodnight and without thought of publication, appeared long after he had split
with Garrett.
If you want to argue that Brushy Bill's memory slipped a
little on the happenings at Maxwell's, just remember that he
showed Morrison the scars from three bullets that cut him
down during the fight!
It would seem that Brushy Bill knew many of the notorious characters of the post-Civil War period, or so he says.
For example, he runs away from his Texas home in 1874,
joins a trail drive headed for Kansas, quits the drive near
Briartown, Indian Territory, and ends up as guest of, and
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handy man for, Belle Starr, the Bandit Queen! Belle offers to
make the 15-year-old Brushy Bill her "right-hand man" but
he tells her he does not like the outlaw trail. Maybe so, but
Burton Rascoe, after much research, fixes the date of Belle's
arrival at Briartown as "in or about 1880" in his great book,
Belle Starr (New York, 1941).
At various times in Brushy Bill's career he was associated
with Buffalo Bill and his Wild West Show; the Oklahoma
Anti-Horse Thief Association; the Pinkerton Detective
Agency; Judge Isaac Parker, the Hanging Judge; the Cattlemen's Association; and, of course, he joined the Rough Riders
to fight in the Spanish American War. All this seems to come
under the heading of "running and hiding" as Brushy Bill
told it.
Even if he wasn't Billy the Kid, he had his fun from the
Black Hills to the Argentine and from the Pendleton Rodeo
to the Shetland Islands. And he knew New Mexico and the
events of the Lincoln County War and its aftermath well
enough to enlist the assistance of co-author Morrison in seeking a pardon. The authors and the publisher are justified in
raising the questions-"Was he Billy the Kid? If not, who
was he?" This skeptic reduces the number of questions to
one-who was he?
This book is a very worthwhile contribution to the Billy
the Kid legend. There is a lengthy appendix with transcripts
of many of the legal documents concerning the Kid, an adequate index, and some good illustrations. Dr. Sonnichsen,
careful historian that he is, has wisely let Brushy Bill tell his
story; let his co-author, Bill Morrison, present the evidence
he gathered; and judged them not. This is a book that you
will want to read.
THE LEGEND GROWS! and GROWS! and GROWS!

J. C. DYKES
----------

